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The goal of this paper is to provide a unified account of word order and constituency of serial verb constructions (SVCs) in the framework of generative grammar. It is argued that both SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity, which is associated with the asymmetric nature of syntactic structure, i.e. V1 or VP1 c-commands V2 or VP2 asymmetrically. Based on this argument, an analysis for the derivation of SVCs – Inter-VP Asymmetrical C-command Analysis – is proposed to account for the derivation of SVCs in various languages. It is argued that in the SVC there exists a null predicate and a null argument, the occurrence or non-occurrence of which gives rise to different types of SVCs. Furthermore, left peripheral deletion (LPD) triggers the movement of VP1’s Spec to [Spec IP] and the occurrence of VP2’s Spec as pro, as a result of which VP1 asymmetrically c-commands VP2. Object gapping triggers the ATB movement of VP2 to generate various types of SVCs. The differences between coordinative constructions, pivotal constructions and SVCs lie in their internal structure but not in the verb position.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Serial verb constructions (SVCs) are phenomena that occur cross-linguistically in a number of the world’s languages; they occur most frequently in African, Asian, and Creole languages of the Atlantic and Pacific. They have been extensively discussed in the literature on African and Chinese linguistics (Stahlke 1970; Schachter 1974; Jansen et al. 1978; Li & Thompson 1981; Sebba 1987; Baker 1989; Campbell 1989; Dai 1990; Chang 1990; Schiller 1991; Lefebvre 1991; Collins 1997; Liu 1997; Carstens 2002; Kari 2003; Aikhenvald 2005; Li 1991, 2007; Yang 2009; Aboh 2009; Müller & Lipenкова 2009; Tao 2009; among others). However, there are still some outstanding problems, regarding the types of serial verbs, range of semantic notions that can be expressed by these verbs, and the positions of verbs and objects as complements. Specifically, the problems lie in the following respects: the internal structure of SVCs, the arrangement of the verbs and their objects.

1 I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments. All errors are mine.
the reason why V1 always precedes V2 in terms of linear structure and syntactic hierarchy with no regard to linguistic typology, constraints that the constituents are subject to, the generation mechanism of SVCs, the underlying structure which licenses two transitive verbs to occur in a single clause, and the reason for the missing arguments.

The goal of this paper is to provide a unified account of word order and constituency of SVCs in the framework of generative grammar. It is argued that all types of SVCs obey the Temporal Iconicity, which is associated with the asymmetric nature of syntactic structure. Based on this argument, an analysis for the derivation of SVCs – Inter-VP Asymmetrical C-command Analysis – is proposed to account for the derivation of SVCs in various languages. SVCs arise from the deletion of the conjunction between two clauses and left peripheral deletion (LPD). LPD triggers the movement of VP1’s specifier to [Spec IP] and the occurrence of VP2’s specifier as pro. Object gapping triggers the ATB movement of VP2 to generate various types of SVCs. By analyzing numerous linguistic facts of this construction in various languages and exploring the leading divergence in the definition of its intension and extension, the author illustrates the theoretical justification for the existence of this construction in the framework of generative grammar. Furthermore, a new definition of SVCs is given, based on the linguistic facts of various languages. According to the new definition, SVCs exist not only in phrases, but also in words. After that, the criteria for VP1 and VP2, their morphological differences with other similar structures, the syntactic and semantic relation of V+V construction and its syntactic functions are also elaborated. According to the relation between VP1 and VP2, the semantic structure of this construction is classified into two types: one is syntactic-semantic relation; the other is logical-semantic relation. Meanwhile the differences between V+V construction and other similar structures are explained.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes Baker (1989) and Li (2007). Section 3 presents some problems for their proposals. Section 4 makes a proposal for the treatment of word order and constituency of SVCs in various languages. Section 5 discusses LPD, object gapping, and generation of SVCs. Section 6 summarizes the results.

2. RELEVANT RESEARCH

Baker (1989) defines SVCs as “constructions in which a sequence of verbs occurs in what seems to be a single clause.” Usually, there is only one tense/aspect specification for the whole chain of verbs; the verbs have a single structural subject and share logical arguments. He claims that SVCs behave differently in different languages with respect to coordinations, embedded clauses, or adjectival predicates (small clauses), and that the key difference between serializing languages and nonserializing languages can be expressed as a parameter. If V1 of an SVC takes an object, V2 must theta-mark this object as well. Current versions of Theta-Criterion can allow an argument to receive more than one theta-role as long as all its theta-roles are assigned to the same structural position (Baker 1989). Therefore, one crucial element in this structure is that V2 must be able to assign a theta-role to an NP, and that the NP is in the object position of V1 and V2. In addition, it also explains that no object can occur behind V2 because it cannot assign two internal theta-roles. This double-headed structure creates the possibility and obligation of two verbs to theta-mark the same internal argument, in accordance with the Projection Principle (Wang 2007).
Based on this argument, BAKER (1989) argues that universal grammar can account for the Temporal Iconicity\(^2\) in SVCs as long as it has the following mechanism.

(1a) A phrase has one or more than one head.

(1b) The order within the phrase is VO or OV; no constituent with different syntactic quality can intervene between the head and the object; constituents with different syntactic quality can intervene between the subject and the predicate.

(1c) The verbs within the SVC must share their object.\(^3\)

In this set of definitions, (1a) determines whether SVCs exist in a language. In other words, a multi-head phrase is the basis for SVCs. (1b) and (1c) are applicable to any language, as illustrated in (2).

(2a) awá ótsi ikù utsì Yatye (STAHLKE 1970)

take stick close door
‘take the stick and close the door’

(2b) [VP V1 awá NP1 ótsi [V` V2 ikù NP2 utsì]]

As (2) shows, VP has two heads V1 and V2. NP1 is the accusative object of V1 and the instrument object of V2, which satisfies (1c). In this phrase, there are two pairs of structural VO combinations, i.e. V1NP1 and V2NP2. The word order of Yatye determines the verb’s preceding the object in each combination. NP1, semantically, is also the instrument object of V2. Structurally, the relationship between NP1 and V2 is subject-predicate, for V2 and NP2 have constituted a VO combination, and NP1 lies outside the combination V`. Since there exists a structural subject-predicate relationship, NP1 has to lie to the left of V`, which satisfies the SV word order of Yatye. In a word, as the internal structure of VP in Yatye, (2) satisfies the requirements as stipulated in (1).

As opposed to Yatye, the word order of Ijo is SOV. On the premise of object-sharing, the structure of SVCs in Ijo may be as follows:

(3a) zu-ye ákì buru teri-mí Ijo (WILLIAMSON 1965)
basket take potato cover
‘take the potato and cover the basket’

(3b) [VP NP1 zu-ye V1 ákì [V` NP2 buru V2 teri-mí]]

(4a) *buru teri-mí zu-ye ákì
potato cover basket take

(4b) [VP[V` NP2 buru V2 teri-mí]NP1 zu-ye V1 áki]

As the instrument object of V2, NP1 is structurally V2’s subject. (3) satisfies (1), because the semantic relationship between NP1 and V` is subject-predicate, and constituents with different syntactic quality, such as V1, can intervene between the subject and the predicate. Similarly, in (4b), NP1 lies behind V2, which violates the subject-predicate requirement of Ijo. Thus (4) is ruled out as ungrammatical.

\(^2\) There is a clear correlation between verb order and iconicity: verbs (VPs) that denote a prior event precede those that denote a posterior event. The linear ordering of V1 and V2 mirrors the sequential ordering of the events they describe. V1 precedes V2 because the former’s occurrence is prior to that of the latter.

\(^3\) COLLINS (1997) also argues that in a serial verb construction, V1 and V2 must share an internal argument.
Different from Baker (1989), Li (2007) proposes the concept of Object Co-reference Chain, in which one object functions as the antecedent while the other is a null element, marked by e. In this case, the structure of an SVC should be as follows:

\[(5a) \quad [\text{VP} V1 \text{ NP1}_1, [X \ e_1 V2 \text{ NP2}]]\]

\[(5b) \quad [\text{VP} V1 \text{ awá NP1 ótsi}_1, [X \ e_1 V2 \text{ ikù NP2 utsi}]]\]

Yatye (Stahlke 1970)

take stick close door

\[\text{‘take the stick and close the door’}\]

\[(5c) \quad *[\text{VP} [X \ e_1 V2 \text{ ikù NP2 utsi} \text{ V1 awá NP1 ótsi}_1]]\]

close door take stick

\[(5d) \quad *[\text{VP} e_1 V2 \text{ ikù NP2 utsi} [\text{VP} V1 \text{ awá NP1 ótsi}_1]]\]

close door take stick

The antecedent in the object co-reference chain must asymmetrically c-command the null element. Thus, V1’s accusative object, NP1, co-refers with V2’s instrument object, e. Furthermore, e must be c-commanded by NP1, but not vice versa. He stresses that object co-reference means that the objects of two verbs form an object chain, in which O1 asymmetrically c-commands O2 and O2 is null. Therefore, Amba and en “her” in (6) does not belong to the class of SVCs with object co-reference, and there is no c-command between them. Furthermore, whether they co-refer with each other does not force en to be structurally lower than Amba. Li (2007) concludes that without object co-reference or object-sharing, the mechanism described by formal grammar (cf. Baker 1989) cannot determine the word order between two verbs and their positions in terms of the internal structure.

\[(6) \quad \text{Kofi naki Amba kiri en} \]
\[\text{Kofi hit Amba kill her} \]
\[\text{Kofi struck Amba dead.}\]

3. PROBLEMS WITH THE PROPOSALS

As Li (2007) and Yang (2009) point out, Baker’s (1989) theory has much limitation. It is only applicable to object-sharing SVCs. But it cannot account for non-object-sharing SVCs. Even if SVCs are characteristic of object-sharing, it fails to provide a reasonable explanation for some data.

\[(7a) \quad [\text{VP} V1 \text{ lu NP màálù [V. V2 kù]]}\]

\[\text{Yoruba (Baker 1989)}\]

\[\text{beat cow die}\]

\[\text{‘beat the cow dead’}\]

\[(7b) \quad *[\text{VP} V1 \text{ lu NP màálù [V. V2 kù]]}\]

die beat cow

\[(8a) \quad [\text{VP} V1 \text{ sè NP eran [V. V2 tà]]}\]

\[\text{Nupe (Lord 1974)}\]

\[\text{cook meat sell}\]

\[\text{‘cook meat and sell it’}\]

\[(8b) \quad *[\text{VP} V2 \text{ tà NP eran [V. V1 sè]]}\]

sell meat cook
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(9a) \[ VP \text{ NP ingo V1 dèrì [V` V2 pite-mí]} \]  
    \text{Ijo (Williamson 1965)}  
    \text{trap weave set}  
    \text{‘weave the trap and set it’}  

(9b) \[ *\text{VP NP ingo V2 pite-mí [V` V1 dèrì]} \]  
    \text{trap set weave}  

In (7), máálu is not only the accusative object of V1 but also the semantic object of V2, for the latter is an unaccusative verb. In (7a), V1NP is VO, and NPV` is subject-predicate, which satisfies the requirement of word order of Yoruba. In (7b), V1NP is VO, and V2NP is predicate-subject, which does not satisfy the requirement of word order of Yoruba. As a result, it is ungrammatical. In (8), the two constructions are identical, in which both V1 and V2 are transitive verbs, which satisfies the requirement of (1). Nevertheless, (8a) is grammatical while (8b) is ungrammatical. (9) is similar to (8). Similarly, Baker (1989) fails to account for (10) and (11).

(10) John Mary-ra pruk-an Bill plap-an  
    John Mary-ACC beat Bill run-PST³  
    ‘John beat Mary and Bill ran.’

(11) Kofi naki Amba kiri en  
    Kofi hit Amba kill her  
    ‘Kofi struck Amba dead.’

In addition, Baker (1989) fails to account for SVC compounds. If the SVC compounds are formed by means of word-building rules, the structure of V-V compounds in Chinese, Korean, Yoruba, and Ijo should be as follows (cf. Li 1990):

(12a) zhuī lei  
    chase tired  
    ‘chasing makes sb. tired/ sb. feels tired because of chasing’

(12b) [\text{VP V1 zhuī V2 lei}]

(13a) da si  
    beat die  
    kill

(13b) [\text{VP V1 da V2 si}]

(14a) twutulki-e pwusi-ess-ta  
    beat break  
    break

(14b) [\text{VP V1 twutulki-e V2 pwusi-ess-ta}]

(15a) lu kú  
    beat die  
    kill

(15b) [\text{VP V1lu V2 kú}]

The abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: ACC = accusative, AUX = auxiliary word, CLASS = classifier, CONJ = conjunction, DEC = declarative, FUT = future, GEN = genitive, NOM = nominative, PL = plural, PST = past, REF = reference, SG = singular, 1 = first person, 3 = third person.
(16a) dérī pite-mí  
weave set  
weave and set  
Ijo (Williamson 1965)

(16b) \[ VP \: V1 \: dérī \: V2 \: pite-mí \]

The word order between V1 and V2 is not constrained by (1), but they conform to the Temporal Iconicity. The word order within VC compounds in Chinese is head \(+\) nonhead, and the word order within VC compounds in Korean, Yoruba and Ijo is nonhead \(+\) head. However, both of the types can derive VC compounds headed by V1. In Chinese, the structure of VC compounds is consistent with their syntactic structure. In Korean, Yoruba and Ijo, however, the structure of VC compounds is contrary to their syntactic structure.\(^5\) Why can’t VC compounds identical to their syntactic structure be formed by means of head movement? Similarly, Baker (1989) fails to account for such Chinese compounds as changku “sing-cry” and yanzou “act-walk” in (17).

(17a) nashou ge changku le henduo ren Chinese (Li 2007)
that-CLASS song sing-cry PST many people
‘That song made people cry.’

(17b) zhechu xi yanzou le yiban guanzhong Chinese (Li 2007)
this-CLASS play act-walk PST a half audience
‘This play made half of the audience leave.’

Obviously, whether these compounds are derived in morphology or syntax is beyond Baker (1989).

Similarly, Li’s (2007) approach fails to account for the specific features of the null element and the antecedent as well as their structural relationship. If they are the anaphor and its antecedent, NP2 cannot be a null element. If they are the moved constituent and its trace, the trace must be governed. Furthermore, this approach is applicable to nothing but SVCs in Yatye. Secondly, in the case of object co-reference, how the internal relationship and word order of SVCs are determined remains a problem. Specifically, the problem lies in the following respects: the determinants of the word order between the verbs of SVCs, the formation of SVC compounds (including VC compounds in Chinese, Korean, Yoruba and Ijo), the reason for non-co-reference, linearity or hierarchy between the constituents, the asymmetry between co-reference and c-command in Sranan as well as the relevance between co-reference or non-co-reference and hierarchical positions and linear order. Following Li’s (2007) analysis, the structure of Chinese SVCs such as yong / na xiaomi zhuzhou “use / take millet cook gruel, i.e. cook gruel with millet” and yong / na kuaizi chi fan “use / take chopsticks eat rice, i.e. eat rice with chopsticks” should be as follows:

(18a) \[^{*}[ VP \: V1 \: yong / na \: NP \: xiaomi,[_{VP\: e_i} V^\prime:\: zhuzhou]]\]
use / take millet cook-gruel

\(^5\) The aspectual V-V in Korean is formed of a main lexical verb, V1, and an aspectual verb, V2, which together form a single aspectual class such as activity and accomplishment. The external and internal arguments are introduced by the lexical V1 and no argument structure contribution is made from the aspectual V2. The serial V-V construction formed of two lexical verbs (transitive or intransitive), comes with its own argument structure. The aspectual V-V where the V2 determines eventuality of the aspectual classes (e.g., activity, accomplishment), thus requiring the internal argument to raise to identify the relevant eventuality (cf. van Hout 1998; Choi 2003).
However, neither *xiaomi nor kuaizi* can be the agents or experiencers of *zhuzhou* or *chifan*. Thus, Li’s (2007) approach fails to provide a satisfying explanation of the Temporal Iconicity in SVCs.

Furthermore, both Baker (1989) and Li (2007) fail to account for the word order of V1 and V2. Suppose V1 and V2 represent the event which occurs first and the event which occurs subsequently, V1 always precedes V2 in terms of linear order. Secondly, if V1 and V2 share the same internal argument, only O2 can be omitted. Furthermore, the problems with Baker (1989) and Li (2007) lie in the following respects: the reason why V2 is not allowed to precede V1, the syntactic-semantic relationship between V1 and V2, the reason why only O2 can be omitted, the reason why some SOV-type SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity whereas others do not, the reason why only SOV-type SVCs allow V2 to precede V1, as well as the way of generation and constraints.

4. A NEW APPROACH TO WORD ORDER AND CONSTITUENCY OF SVCS: INTER-VP ASYMMETRICAL C-COMMAND ANALYSIS

In order to solve the above problems, we present a new approach to SVCs and give a new explanation of the word order-related facts. According to Dixon (1997: 339–344), the features of SVCs are as follows: 1) an SVC consists of more than one verb, but the SVC is conceived of as describing a single action; 2) there is no mark of linkage or subordination in an SVC; 3) each verb in an SVC may also occur as the sole verb in a clause; 4) an SVC functions like a single predicate; 5) an SVC will generally have its own transitivity value; 6) there must almost always be (at least) one argument shared by all the verbs in an SVC; 7) the verbs in an SVC may make up one word, or may remain separate words; 8) asymmetrical SVCs tend to become grammaticalized, and symmetrical SVCs tend to become lexicalized; 9) although most SVCs in a language involve just two verbs, in most languages there can be three or more verbs involved.

Based on the above features, we argue that an SVC is based on semantic-grammatical category chain. Semantically, it describes two or more than two actions or behavior made by the same subject.Grammatically, it refers to a construction in which two or more successive verbs are joined together with no connecting particle, clitic, etc. It describes a complete event, which may be composed of more than one subevent, which can be encoded and conceptualized as interrelated and connected in accordance with a certain order (Matthews 2000: 339; Dai & Qiu 2008). It is a succession of verbs and their complements (if any) with one subject and one tense value that are not separated by any overt marker of coordination or subordination (Collins 1997). SVCs describe what is conceptualized as a single event. They are monoclausal; their intonational properties are the same as those of a monoverbal clause, and they have just one tense, aspect, and polarity value. SVCs may also share core and other arguments. Each component of an SVC must be able to occur on its own. Each argument of the verb must have a theta-role, which can be played by only one argument (Larson 1988). A verb can have various numbers of theta-roles. Hence, in the syntactic system there are levels of conceptual system, namely, the first level of VP1 conceptual system which centers
on V16 and the second level of VP2 conceptual system which centers on V2. In the first level of the VP1 conceptual system, V1 has two arguments7, i.e. an external argument, which functions as the sentential subject, and an internal argument, which functions as the object of V1. The theme of the external argument is not assigned by the predicate but by its maximal projection.8 In the case of the internal argument, an empty predicate occupies a position in the representation. The specifier of the empty predicate is occupied by an external argument, and its complement is the maximal projection of the major predicate, namely, the structural representations with a variety of internal arguments as shown in (19). In the second level of lexicon, which corresponds to the second level of the conceptual system, NP2 is an internal argument, which is higher in the thematic hierarchy, and NP3 is an internal argument which is lower in the thematic hierarchy. In the first level of lexicon, which corresponds to the first level of the conceptual system, NP1 is an external argument, which is higher in the thematic hierarchy, and NP3 is an external argument, which is lower in the thematic hierarchy. This arrangement can satisfy the hierarchical requirement of the conceptual system and the syn-

7 This statement is supported by evidence. According to Yang (2007a, b, 2011), intransitives can be followed by objects, as illustrated below:

(i) a. Zhangsan pao zhibiao.
   Zhangsan run quota
   ‘He runs about the quota.’

b. Zhangsan zou gangsi.
   ‘Zhangsan walks on the wire.’

c. Zhangsan shui yaodong
   Zhangsan sleep cave-dwelling
   ‘Zhangsan sleeps in the cave dwelling.’

d. Zhangsan fei Shanghai
   ‘Zhangsan flies to Shanghai.’

e. Zhangsan guang gongyuan.
   Zhangsan stroll park
   ‘Zhangsan strolls in the park.’

As for the English verb die, it can be followed by an object, as illustrated below:


It must be pointed out that the conceptual system and the syntactic system impose different requirements on the lexical-semantic structure.

8 We assume that V1 and V2 are transitive verbs, or rather, they both can assign accusative Case to nouns which follow them. If V2 is an intransitive verb, even if the preceding NP has the feature of an experiencer, it should not be regarded as an external argument (e.g. Yatye, Kwa, Yoruba), because SVCs require that the verbs in the sentence share the subject.
tactic system, i.e. a head can have only one specifier and one complement (cf. CHENG 1999: 239–240). According to SPORTICHE (1988), KURODA (1988), and LARSON (1988, 1990), the assignment of thematic roles is locally constrained. The predicate must assign theta-roles to the arguments within its projection. Thus the argument must occur within the maximal projection of the predicate. The theta-role of the external argument is not assigned by the predicate, but by the maximal projection of the predicate. In order to satisfy these constraints, the lexicon of SVCs adopts the form as shown in (19).

(19) \[ \text{VP1 NP1} \left[ \text{V`V1 (major predicate)} \right] \text{VP2 NP2 (empty argument)} \left[ \text{V`V2 (empty predicate) NP3)} \right] \]

In the light of (19), in the event of an external argument, an empty predicate occurs in the representation and the specifier position of the empty predicate is occupied by an external argument, the complement of which is the maximal projection of the major predicate, i.e. the structural representation with various internal arguments. In the second level of lexicon, which corresponds to the second level of the conceptual system, NP2 is a higher internal argument and NP3 is a lower external argument in the thematic hierarchy. In the first level of lexicon, which corresponds to the first level of conceptual system, NP1 is a higher external argument and NP3 is a lower external argument in the thematic hierarchy. The representation of the external argument entails an empty argument position and an empty predicate position, for there is some asymmetry between the conceptual system and the syntactic system. The conceptual system cannot correspond to the syntactic structure until it has been conceptualized. At first, the conceptual system, which is hierarchic, contains two levels. Hence syntactically NP3 is of dual property and there exists an empty predicate position. In this case it can satisfy both the hierarchic requirement of the conceptual system and the requirement that in the syntactic system one head contain only one specifier and one complement. Secondly, the verb is transitive, and it can assign a theta-role to the internal argument within its maximal projection on its own. VP assigns a theta-role to NP3. Since there is a theta-role in the conceptual system, the syntactic system must provide an empty predicate position in order to reach symmetry between the conceptual system and the syntactic system. Besides, since the external argument is not assigned a theta-role by the predicate, it must be excluded from the maximal projection of the predicate. In this case, to set an empty predicate position in the above structure and to assume that VP1 assigns a theta-role to NP3 by means of VP2 can avoid theoretical inconsistency. Based on this, SVCs in various languages can be accounted for in a unified framework, as illustrated in (20).

---

9 The external argument is often assumed to be introduced by the light verb \( v \) (CHOMSKY 1995) or voice (KRATZER 1996) which is above VP level, but below TP. The light verb \( v \) is then responsible for assigning the agentive theta-role as well as licensing the transitive verb form, and hence checks the accusative Case (CHOI 2003).

10 JACKENDOFF (1990) argues that the conceptual structure corresponds to the syntactic structure. Based on this argument, Tai (2002) proposes that semantics which the syntactic structure can express is abstract and simplified after having been conceptualized instead of rich semantics containing the conceptual system.

11 SVCs in different languages behave differently in terms of surface structure, but they are the same in terms of underlying structure. Hence they can be accounted for in a unified framework.

(i) a. San Kofi teki koti a brede? Sranan
   what Kofi take cut the bread
   ‘What did Kofi cut the bread with?’
(20a) \[ \text{[VP NP wo [V\ V zhuazhu [VP NP shuzhi [V\ V pashangqu NP]]]]} \]
1SG grasp branch climb-up

(20b) \[\text{[VP NP Chelswu-ka [V\ V [VP NP chayksang-ul [V\ V twutulki-e [VP [V\ V pwusi-ess-ta NP]]]]]}\]
break

(20c) \[\text{[VP NP Ìywi [V\ V awá [VP NP ótsi [V\ V ikù NP utsì]]]]} \]
child take stick close door

b. (*)San Kofi teki a nefi koti? Sranan
‘What did Kofi cut with the knife?’

(ii) a. Zhangsan na shenme qie mianbao? Chinese
Zhangsan take what cut bread
‘What did Zhangsan cut the bread with?’
b. Zhangsan na dao qie shenme? Chinese
Zhangsan take knife cut what
‘What did Zhangsan cut with the knife?’
c. *Shenme Zhangsan na qie mianbao? Chinese
what Zhangsan take cut bread
d. *Shenme Zhangsan na dao qie? Chinese
what Zhangsan take knife cut

The contrast in (i) suggests that the first verb, teki “take”, is the matrix verb and thus allows its complement to be freely extracted. The second verb, koti “cut”, may be treated either as a structural complement of the matrix verb (also see LEFEBVRE 1991) or as an adjunct, resulting in the typical island effect and explaining why some speakers find (ib) unacceptable. However, in (ii), both the complement of V1 and the complement of V2 can be extracted, which is slightly different from that in Sranan. The contrast in (ii) suggests that the wh-phrase shenme “what” cannot be moved to the position [Spec CP] because there is no inflection in Chinese and there is no motivation to trigger wh-movement. The wh-phrase shenme remains in situ because it is a wh-argument. (1994) argues that though wh-adverbials undergo covert movement, wh-arguments do not. It follows that both the complements of the verbs in SVCs can be extracted unless the extracted constituents remain in situ. In terms of extraction of the complement of V2, wh-movement gives rise to a Subjacency violation while wh-in-situ does not. It further testifies the plausibility of VP2’s being c-commanded by VP1.

(iii) a. [CP Spec San [TP [VP NP Kofi [V\ V teki [VP NP tSan [V\ V koti NP a brede]]]]]]
b. *[CP Spec San [TP [VP NP Kofi [V\ V teki [VP NP a nefi [V\ V Koti NP tSan]]]]]]

(iv) a. [CP [TP [VP NP Zhangsan [V\ V na [VP shenme [V\ V qie NP mianbao]]]]]
Zhangsan take what cut bread
b. [CP [TP [VP NP Zhangsan [V\ V na [VP dao [V\ V qie NP shenme]]]]]
Zhangsan take knife cut what
c. *[CP Spec Shenme [TP [VP NP Zhangsan [V\ V na [VP tshenme [V\ V qie NP mianbao]]]]]
what Zhangsan take cut bread
d. *[CP Spec Shenme [TP [VP NP Zhangsan [V\ V na [VP dao [V\ V qie NP tshenme]]]]]
what Zhangsan take knife cut

As LEFEBVRE (1991) points out, while coordinate or subordinate clauses remain islands for extraction, serial verb constructions do not. In other words, it is always possible to extract the objects of both verbs. It is noteworthy that the complement cannot be extracted together with the verb which assigns Case to it.

(v) a. *na dao, Zhangsan qie mianbao
take knife Zhangsan cut bread
b. *qie mianbao, Zhangsan na dao
cut bread Zhangsan take knife
(20d) \[ VP NP Koku [V só[VP NP aty[V xo NP Asiba]]]]
Koku use stick beat Asiba
(20e) \[ VP NP Olú [V lu [VP NP màálù [V kú NP]]]]
Olú beat cow die
(20f) \[ VP NP Áràú [V ingoi [V dérì [VP NPi [V pite-mí]]]]
Áràú trap weave set
(20g) \[ VP NP Bóló [V sè[VP NP erani[V tà NP]]]
Bóló cook meat sell

As (20) shows, SVCs have the following characteristics: 1) when two verbs function as the predicates and share the same object, there is no empty predicate position in the syntactic structure; 2) when a noun intervenes between the two verbs and functions as the object of V1 and the semantic subject of V2, there is no empty predicate position in the syntactic structure; 3) if the two verbs govern two different nouns and assign different theta-roles to them, there is no empty predicate position in the syntactic structure; V1 represents instrument or manner, and its object can function as a circumstantial argument, and hence VP1 is equal to a prepositional phrase, similar to SVCs in Chinese; 4) when the two verbs share the same noun, V1 assigning accusative Case to the noun, the relationship between V1 and the noun is VO while the relationship between V2 and the noun is subject-predicate, which in underlying structure is VO, as a result of which there is no empty predicate position in the syntactic structure; 5) V1 c-commands V2 asymmetrically; 6) the verbs in SVCs do not necessarily share the same object, but they must share the same subject, i.e. the action or behavior of the verbs is made by the same agent; 7) the phrase structure can be VO, OV, manner-goal, adjunction-action, positive-negative, and the syntactic-semantic relationship can be combination, modifier-head, and subject-predicate.

In view of its constituents, an SVC can contain only a noun subject and two head verbs or more constituents, for example, one or two objects. According to word order and constituency, SVCs can fall into the following seven types: 12

---

We argue that the logical-semantic relation between V1 and V2 can be regarded as modification, which is a relation of c-command. C-command which is base-generated determines the relation between the modifier and the modified. V2 serves the function of purpose, manner, means, and so on. Furthermore, V1 (VP1) precedes V2 (VP2) because of the asymmetrical c-command.

(i) a. Zhangsan qi de zhanqilai pai zhuozi.
   Zhangsan angry DE stand-up slap table
   ‘Zhangsan was so angry that he stood up and slapped the table.’
b. *Zhangsan qi de pai zhuozi zhanqilai.
   Zhangsan angryDE slap table stand-up

(ii) a. Zhangsan qishen rangzuo.
    Zhangsan stand-up offer-seat
    ‘Zhangsan stood up and offered his seat.’
b. *Zhangsan rangzuo qishen.
    Zhangsan offer-seat stand-up

(iii) a. Zhangsan shang yiyuan kan bing.
    Zhangsan go hospital see disease
    ‘Zhangsan went to hospital and saw a doctor.’
b. *Zhangsan kan bing shang yiyuan.
    Zhangsan see disease go hospital
(21a) $S+V_1+V_2$
(21b) $S+V_1+O+V_2$
(21c) $S+O+V_1+V_2$
(21d) $S+V_1+V_2+O_2$
(21e) $S+V_1+O_1+V_2+O_2$
(21f) $S+O_1+V_1+O_2+V_2$
(21g) $S+O_2+V_2+V_1$

(21a) is a basic structure, of which $V_1$ and $V_2$ are followed by no object, as shown in (22). In (21b), $V_1$ and $V_2$ share the same noun object, and $V_2$ can be a transitive verb or unaccusative verb, but $V_2$ is causative, as shown in (23). In (21c), $V_1$ and $V_2$, which share the same object, form a compound with the structure of verb-complement. They govern the preceding noun and assign accusative Case to it, as shown in (24). In (21d), $V_1$ is an intransitive verb and $V_2$, a transitive verb, governs its following noun and assigns accusative Case to it, as shown in (25). In (21e), $V_1$ and $V_2$ govern different nouns respectively. VP1 made up of $V_1O_1$ governs VP2 made up of $V_2O_2$, and VP2 functions as the complement of VP1, as shown in (26). In (21f), $V_1$ and $V_2$ also govern their preceding nouns and assign accusative Case to the nouns respectively, as shown in (27). In (21g), $V_1$, which is a governing verb, is followed by no object. Its occurrence precedes $V_2$, which governs $O_2$ and is before $V_1$ in terms of linear order, which gives rise to a surface structure disobeying the Temporal Iconicity, as shown in (28).

(22a) ta shangchuan shuijiao
3SG ascend-bed sleep
‘He went to bed.’

(22b) We’ll go see.

(23a) Olú lu màálù kú
Olu beat cow die
‘Olu beat the cow dead.’

(23b) Bóló sè eran tâ
Bolo cook meat sell
‘Bolo cooked meat and sold it.’

(24a) Chelswu-ka chayksang-ul twutulki-e pwusi-ess-ta
Chelswu-NOM table-ACC beat break-PST-DEC
‘Chelswu broke the table.’

(24b) John Mary-ra pruk-an Bill plap-an
John Mary-ACC beat Bill run-PST
‘John beat Mary, and Bill ran.’

(24c) Áràù ingo dérì pite-mí.
3SG trap weave set-PST
‘She wove a trap and set it.’
In fact, (21c) and (21d), (21e) and (21f) as well as (21g) reflect two different types of word order: SVO and SOV. Word order just changes the linear order between the verb and the object, but it does not influence the syntactic and semantic relations between them. (22) – (28) all belong to the so-called narrow SVC, i.e. the construction includes only the sequence of verbs or verb phrases but excludes SVCs with the intervention of other constituents. In terms of syntactic structure, narrow SVCs fall into four categories: 1) V1 and V2 are closely linked and followed by no object; 2) V1 is followed by an object, whereas V2 is followed by no object; 3) V1 is followed by no object; 4) both V1 and V2 are followed by objects.
Broad SVCs include not only narrow SVCs but also a sequence of prepositional phrase and verbs, SVCs in which there is a phonetic pause between the verbs, SVCs in which there are intervening constituents such as conjunctions, adverbs, auxiliaries, and connecting words, and SVCs whose subject is an agent or patient or an agent-patient complex. If the object is excluded, there are two most basic types of SVCs, i.e. S+V1+V2 and S+V2+V1. In the two types of SVCs, the former follows the Temporal Iconicity while the latter does not. In other words, under most circumstances, verbs in SVO-type SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity (Yang 2009). SOV-type SVCs also follow the Temporal Iconicity under most circumstances, and only a small portion of SVCs representing government disobey this principle. Dai & Qiu (2008) argues that this is due to the fact that the order of these languages is SOV. The Temporal Iconicity is more applicable to SVO languages than SOV languages. Since the characteristics of word order are predominant, when cognition and word order are inconsistent, the characteristics of word order will be followed while the Temporal Iconicity will be disobeyed. However, Korean, Miskito, and Ijo, which are SOV languages, follow the Temporal Iconicity. It is self-evident that whether SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity is irrelevant to linguistic typology. This testifies that Dai & Qiu’s (2008) conclusion is open to discussion. In fact, SVCs always follow the Temporal Iconicity, regardless of the types of languages.  

It is noteworthy that in SVCs there exists asymmetrical c-command between V1 and V2 (Barss & Lasnik 1986), i.e. V1 must c-command V2. The most basic semantics denoted by SVCs is semantic transference, and hence V1 and V2 form a semantic chain, as a result of which the whole structure is generated dynamically (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005).

13 Carstens (2002) addresses SVCs in VO versus OV languages and talks about the Temporal Iconicity, which she rejects as a force in syntactic relations. Semantic compositionality requires the construction of coherent sub-events like (i.a). In truly symmetrical head-final syntax it would be the mirror image order (i.b), which she claims is unattested.

(i)  
(a) [take [basket [cover yam]]]  
(b) *[[[yam cover] basket] take]

Semantic compositionality rules impossible the hierarchical organizational below for the typical word order in SVCs of an OV language as shown in (ii).

(ii) *[[[take basket] cover] yam]]

Hence the same verb must be V1 in hierarchical structure in both head-initial and head-final languages. When we see the construction “basket take yam cover” in a language like Ijo, it shows us that the structure is underlingly the same as in the OV languages (due to Kayne’s (1994) antisymmetry of syntax) but OV languages involve leftwards movement of the objects across the verbs to local Spec positions.

(iii) [basket, take [t₁ [yam, cover t₁]]]

14 Carstens (2002) argues that strict head-final surface order derives from underlying left-headedness in Ijo. A word order anomaly in Ijo SVCs strongly suggests this, and left-to-right asymmetric c-command among internal arguments of SVCs confirms it. The anomaly is universal among surface right-headed languages with SVCs, indicating that deep left-headedness is universal, as antisymmetry theory predicts (Kayne 1994). Assuming complements are in Specs, and that a light verb v selects every VP (Chomsky 1999), she derives VOVO from OVOV by two instances of V-to-v movement. She proposes that the main verb is higher in the structure than the light verb. This proposal is made to account for the cross-linguistic fact that the order of verbs in verb-verb constructions in OV languages is not the mirror image of their order in VO languages (Møysken 1988). In Carstens’ (2002) analysis, in both OV and VO languages, the first verb is higher in the structure than the second and selects the second vP. Word order differences between OV and VO are obtained simply by V to v movement of both verbs in the case of VO languages.
In the framework of the Minimalist Program, syntactic derivation is conducted by phase and by means of merge. A simple sentence is composed of two phases, i.e. CP and vP. Its logical form is shown as follows:

\[(29) \quad [\text{CP}[\text{TP}[\text{vP}[\text{VP}]])]\]

In terms of linear structure, syntactic derivation is conducted from left to right, i.e. the phase vP is generated first, and then the phase CP is generated, which forms a structure as shown in (29). According to VP Internal Subject Hypothesis (HORNSTEIN et al. 2005), the subject is generated within vP, and it moves from [Spec vP] to [Spec TP]. The arguments in SVCs undergo A-movement, forming a chain which gives rise to the interpretation that the same argument is involved in the events. The “shared” arguments in SVCs are copies left behind by A-movement, thus forming a chain, rather than the lexical insertion of an element such as pro. All verbs involved in SVCs must merge cyclically, including verbs and their arguments. Each argument then identifies the subsequent events expressed by the verbs in SVCs. It is claimed that the arguments in SVCs move for the purpose of identifying relevant features: the internal argument raises to [Spec AspP] to identify the feature [Telic]. The external argument raises to [Spec TP] to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP/Case. In this way, we can account for the interpretation of the same arguments in relation to both verbs in SVCs, even though one set of arguments is apparently missing. Furthermore, these empty positions cannot be occupied by any lexical element (CHOI 2003). Hence the argument structure of SVCs can be analyzed as follows:

\[(30a) \quad [\text{TP Spec}i[\text{T} [\text{vP} \text{t} \text{i} \text{V}[\text{vP} \text{NP}[\text{V} \text{NP}]])]]\]

\[(30b) \quad [\text{TP Spec}i[\text{T} [\text{vP} \text{t} \text{i} \text{V}[\text{vP} \text{NP}[\text{V} \text{NP}][\text{V} \text{NP}])]])]\]

\[(30a) \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{S} \quad \text{V1} \quad \text{O1} \quad \text{V2} \quad \text{O2}\]

\[(30b) \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{S} \quad \text{O1} \quad \text{V1} \quad \text{O2} \quad \text{V2}\]

(30a) is the argument structure of SVO-type SVCs. The subject is base-generated within vP. It moves to [Spec TP] in order to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. O1 and O2 are in [NP v'] and [NP V'] respectively, and V1 and V2 are in [V v'] and [V V'] respectively. (30b) is the argument structure of SOV-type SVCs. The subject is also base-generated within vP, and it moves to [Spec TP] so as to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. O1 and O2 are in outer [NP VP] and inner [NP VP] respectively, and V1 and V2 are in [V v'] and [V V'] respectively. As far as SVCs in Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, and Hani, which do not follow the Temporal Iconicity, are concerned, their argument structure is different, as shown in (31).

\[(31) \quad [\text{TP Spec}i[\text{T} [\text{vP} \text{t} \text{i} \text{V}[\text{vP} \text{NP}[\text{V} \text{NP}][\text{V} \text{NP}][\text{V} \text{NP}])]])]\]

\[(31) \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{S} \quad \text{O2} \quad \text{V2} \quad \text{V1}\]

The subject, which is base-generated within the inner VP, governs V1. It moves all the way to [Spec TP] in order to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. V1 and V2 are in inner [V V'] and outer [V V'] respectively, and O2 is in [Spec VP].

As mentioned above, the subject of SVO-type SVCs is base-generated within vP. It moves to [Spec TP] in order to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. O1 and O2 are in [NP v'] and [NP V'] respectively, and V1 and V2 are in [V v'] and [V V'] respectively. This structure has two internal arguments and one external argument. VP1, which is made up of V1 and O, always precedes VP2, which is made up of V2 and O2, and hence VP1
c-commands VP2. V1 and V2 assign different theta-roles to O1 and O2 respectively. V1 represents instrument and manner, and its object functions as a circumstantial argument. Hence VP1 is commensurate with PP. When there are two verbs sharing the same noun object in a sentence, V1 assigns nominative Case to the noun and the relation between them is VO. The relation between V2 and the noun is subject-predicate, but in underlying structure the relation between them is VO. V1 c-commands V2, and hence the relation between them is asymmetrical. The verbs in SVCs do not necessarily share the same object, but they must share the same subject, i.e. the actions are taken by the same agent. The internal structure of the phrase may be VO, OV, manner-aim, circumstance-action, or affirmation-negation. There exist such semantic relations as coordination, modification or subject-predicate between them.\(^{15}\)

\[(32a)\] 
\[
[TP \text{wo}_i \ [T \ [v_p \ [T \ [v \ [\text{shangchuan}_i \ [VP \ NP \ [V \ [\text{shuijiao}]]]]]]]]\]
\[
\text{1SG \ ascend-bed \ sleep}
\]
\`
I go to bed.'
\]

\[(32b)\] 
\[
[TP \text{Olù}_i \ [T \ [v_p \ [T \ [v \ [\text{lu}_i \ [VP \ \text{máálu}_i \ [V \ [\text{kú} \ [NP_j]]]]]]]]]]\]
\[
\text{Olu \ beat \ cattle \ die}
\]
\`
Olu killed the cattle.'
\]

\[(32c)\] 
\[
[TP \text{Bóló}_i \ [T \ [v_p \ [T \ [v \ [\text{sè}_i \ [VP \ \text{eran}_i \ [V \ [\text{tâ} \ [NP_j]]]]]]]]]]\]
\[
\text{Bolo \ cook \ meat \ sell}
\]
\`
Bolo cooked meat for sale.'
\]

\[(32d)\] 
\[
[TP \text{Ìywì}_i \ [T \ [v_p \ [T \ [v \ [\text{awá}_i \ [VP \ \text{ótsi}_i \ [V \ [\text{ikù} \ [utsì]]]]]]]]]]\]
\[
\text{child \ take \ stick \ close \ door}
\]
\`
The child used the stick to close the door.'
\]

As (32) shows, VP1, which functions as a SV phrase, governs VP2, which is in a subordinate position. And VP2 is commensurate with aim argument or result argument. Second, V1 and V2 share the same object, and O1 or O2 can occur covertly. If V2 is an intransitive verb, it is causative.\(^{16}\) Third, V1 and V2 govern different noun objects O1 and O2, and O1 is also the manner object of V2.

Similarly, the subject of SOV-type SVCs is also base-generated within vP, and it moves to [Spec TP] in order to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. O1 and O2 are in outer [NP VP] and inner [NP VP] respectively, and V1 and V2 are in [V v'] and [V V'] respectively, as illustrated in (33).

\[(33a)\] 
\[
[TP \text{Chelswu-ka}_i \ [T \ [v_p \ [T \ [v \ [\text{chayksang-ul}_i \ [VP \ \text{twutulki-e}_i \ [VP \ NP \ [V \ [\text{pwusí-Chelswu-NOM} \ [V \ [\text{table-ACC} \ [V \ [\text{break-ess-ta}]]]]]]]]]]]]\]
\[
PST-DEC
\]
\`
Chelswu broke the table.'
\]

\(^{15}\) Semantically, SVCs can be regarded as the result of deletion of the conjunction “and” in “V1 and V2”. Between A and B there exist subordinate relations of condition, purpose, and cause-effect. In this case, V2’s interpretation depends upon V1’s interpretation.

\(^{16}\) Miskito is more complex. If V2 functions as an unaccusative verb, it is causative. It assigns a theta-role to the preceding NP2, and the whole VP2, which is c-commanded by VP1, represents result. In other words, VP2 is part of the syntactic system, and its patient theta-role is assigned by VP1.
(33b) \[ TP \text{[v, T [v} T [v,], V [v, Mary-ra [v, pruk-an [v, Bill [v, plap-an]]]]]] \]

\[ \text{John Mary-ACC beat Bill run-PST} \]

‘John beat Mary, and Bill ran.’

(33c) \[ TP Áràúi [T [v, T [v,], V [v, ingo] [v, déri [v, NPi [v, pite-mí]]]]]] \]

\[ 3SG net knit set-PST \]

‘She knitted and set the net.’

As (33a) shows, V1 and V2 share the same object, but the object precedes V1 and V2. The subject governs VP1 directly, and VP1 governs VP2, which is commensurate with result argument.

In Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, Hani, and Lahu, SVCs, which represent coordination, modification and addition, follow the Temporal Iconicity. But those which represent government do not follow the Temporal Iconicity. The argument structure of data in (28) is shown as (34).

(34a) \[ TP ŋu33 [T [v, T [v,], V [v, thi21 [v, ςu33 [v, NPi [v, li21]]]]]] \]

\[ 1SG 3SG search go \]

‘I went to look for him.’

(34b) \[ TP thev [T [v, T [v,], V [v, fa xsə [v, guə [v, NPi [v, topu]]]]]] \]

\[ 3SG clothes new wear like \]

‘He likes to wear new clothes.’

(34c) \[ TP ŋa33 [T [v, T [v,], V [v, thu33 ku33 [v, fei33 [v, NPi [v, so24]]]]]] \]

\[ 1SG collar embroider learn \]

‘I learn to embroider the collar.’

(34d) \[ TP ŋa55 [T [v, T [v,], V [v, xo31 [v, tɕa31 [v, NPi [v, li33]]]]]] \]

\[ 1SG rice cook go \]

‘I went to cook rice.’

(34e) \[ TP ŋa31 [T [v, T [v,], V [v, ma21za53 [v, te31 [v, NPi [v, ga53]]]]]] \]

\[ 1SG soldier be want \]

‘I want to be a soldier.’

As (34) shows, V1 follows V2 and O2, and V1 represents intention or tendency. The subject is base-generated within the embedded VP. It moves cyclically to [Spec TP]. V1 follows V2, but it still governs V2 and c-commands V2, because V1 and its preceding noun form a subject-predicate relation before they and VP2 form a subordination relation.

VP1 always c-commands VP2 asymmetrically, which is irrelevant to the types of SVCs and the order of V1 and V2. According to Linear Correspondence Axiom (Kaye 1994: 33) and Principle of Category Order (Dai 2003), if an arbitrary constituent X c-commands another arbitrary constituent Y, and Y cannot c-command X, the types of structure may be as follows:

(35a) \[ V1 c-commands V2. \]

(35b) \[ V1 c-commands O, and V1O c-commands V2. \]

(35c) \[ V2 c-commands O, and V1 c-commands V2O. \]
In view of (35), there is no mutual c-command but asymmetrical c-command between V1 and V2, which can guarantee that V1 is higher than V2 in hierarchical structure and precedes V2 in terms of linear order. Since V2 does not move, V1 c-commands V2. In this case, O functions as the semantic subject of V2. This hypothesis can give a sound explanation of SVO-type and SVO-type SVCs.

(36a) *S+V2+V1+O1
(36b) *S+O2+V1+V2
(36c) *S+V2+V1+O2
(36d) *S+V1+O1+O2+V2
(36e) *S+V2+V1+O1+O2
(36f) *S+O2+V1+O1+V2
(36g) *S+O2+O1+V1+V2
(36h) *S+O2+O1+V2+V1

The ungrammaticality of the constructions in (36) testifies the correctness of the hypothesis in (35). V c-commands O, and VP1 c-commands VP2. Thus, if V2 moves, it has to move to the position which precedes VP1. If O1 moves, it has to move to the position which precedes V1. If both O1 and O2 move, O1 moves to the position which precedes V1 and O2 moves to the position which precedes V2. If only O1 or O2 moves, the structure will be ungrammatical. This shows that in SVCs, if V1 governs O1 and V2 governs O2, O1 and O2 must move at the same time in order to generate grammatical constructions. The constituents which are governed or c-commanded can only move to the positions preceding the constituents which govern or c-command them, because they cannot cross over other nodes, or rather, they cannot go beyond the minimal domain of the maximal projection of the structure in which they are, otherwise they would violate Minimalist Link Condition (MLC) (Chomsky 1995: 311). V-movement and O-movement are head movement. The former is verb movement but the latter is argument movement. V is base-generated within VP. It is attracted by v, and hence it moves and adjoins to v to form V+v. If v is phonetically empty, it forms v+e. V c-commands O, and VP1 c-commands VP2, which forms SVO-type SVCs. If O moves, SOV-type SVCs are formed. If V2 moves to the position which precedes V1, SOV-type SVCs, which would violate the Temporal Iconicity, are formed. Under this circumstance, V1’s transitivity is lost, which can be regarded as ergativization17, because it has lost its ability to assign Case. O2 and V2 can move to the position which precedes V1 by means of pied-piping to form SOV-type SVCs. The subject moves to [Spec TP] so as to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. Likewise, the object moves to [Spec vP] so as to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. The former checks the feature of T while the latter checks the feature of vP. Verb movement is caused by being attracted by v. Both SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity. As far as Tibeto-Burman languages (e.g. Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, Hani, and Lahu) are concerned, only a small portion of

17 Ergativization is a syntactic process in which a transitive verb transforms into an intransitive verb. After ergativization, the subject of the verb cannot be the agent, and the accusative Case which the verb can assign disappears. As a result, the verb loses its ability to assign accusative Case to its internal argument. Strictly, intransitivity means that the verb loses its ability to assign accusative Case.
them representing government do not follow the Temporal Iconicity, which can be soundly accounted for by means of our approach to SVCs. In other words, SVCs, which do not follow the Temporal Iconicity, belong to the class of SOV languages, the deep structure of which still follows the Temporal Iconicity. V2 and O2 are base-generated and then raise and move to generate the surface structure which does not follow the Temporal Iconicity, as shown in (37). The types of SVCs in (28) can be summarized as S+O2+V2+V1, i.e. both O2 and V2 precede V1. According to our approach to SVCs, the derivation is shown as (37).

(37) \[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{TP} \quad \text{ŋu}^{33} \text{ i } \text{T} \quad \text{[vP} \quad \text{ti}^{21} \quad \text{V} \quad \text{[vP} \quad \text{šu}^{33} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{[vP} \quad \text{li}^{21}]]]]]]
\end{array}
\]

1SG him search go

‘I went to look for him.’

In the light of the approach to SVCs proposed above, V1 is the major predicate, bearing tense-aspect markers, which occur covertly.\(^{18}\) According to V`-Reanalysis\(^{19}\), V` in underlying structure is made up of the verb li\(^{21}\) and an ASP bearing covert tense-aspect markers, for V1 is the major predicate. In this case, li\(^{21}\) raises to the position of the empty verb as a head to generate S+V1+O2+V2. If we further observe (28), we will find that when O1 is empty, O2 can move to this position in order to receive a theta-role. Accordingly, V2 can move to the position which precedes V1 so as to assign accusative Case\(^{20}\) to O2. In general, V1 only governs O1, and VP1 governs VP2. If bare V1 governs VP2, SOV-type SVCs will take the form of S+O2+V2+V1. Thus, the conditions of generation of SVCs which do not follow the Temporal Iconicity can be summarized as (38).

\(^{18}\) V1 in Chinese SVCs can be followed by aspect marker complements, but V1 in Tibeto-Burman SVCs cannot. The complement can only be inserted between V1 and V2, and hence it is commensurate with a conjunction (Dai & Qu 2008). For example,

(i) \text{Ivu}^{55} \text{ mē}^{21} \text{non}^{51} \text{ le}^{51} \\text{see envy (AUX)}

‘see and envy.’

(ii) \text{kjɔ}^{35} \text{nāk}^{55} \text{mjan}^{31} \text{ʒa}^{55} \\text{hear sympathize (AUX)}

‘Hear and sympathize.’

(iii) \text{ŋa}^{55} \text{du}^{33} \text{mi}^{31} \text{kho}^{31} \text{xe}^{31} \text{sa}^{31} \text{a}^{55} \text{ne}^{53} \text{li}^{33} \\text{let’s wood cut finish (CONJ) go}

‘Let’s go and cut wood.’

It must be pointed out that the statement V1 can bear tense / aspect markers does not imply only V1 can bear tense / aspect markers. V2 also can bear tense / aspect markers. However, it is more common for V1 to bear tense / aspect markers.

(iv) \text{Zhangsan na dao qiele rou.}

\text{Zhangsan take knife cut-PST meat}

‘Zhangsan cut meat by taking a knife.’

\(^{19}\) V`-Reanalysis: Suppose α is a phrase [V`…], and the phrase has only one lexical category, α can be reanalyzed as [V…]. This condition allows any predicate with only one lexical category to be interpreted as an \(X^0\) category, and hence it can operate like a simple category. V`, which has been reanalyzed, can move to the empty predicate position in the higher layer like a verb head (cf. Larson 1988; Cheng 1999: 249).

\(^{20}\) Ferguson (1996) points out that there is connection between overt object raising and overt verb raising, for the verb checks the object. If the object raises, the verb also raises.
VP2 precedes VP1, and if and only if O1 is empty, V1 governs VP2.

In SVCs in such languages as Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, Hani, and Lahu, if O1 is empty, O2 can move to this position, and V2 can move to the position which precedes V1, so that S+O2+V2+V1 can be generated. In contrast, in SVCs in Korean, Miskito, and Ijo, since O1 is not empty, O2 cannot move to this position, and V2 remains in situ, as a result of which S+O2+V2+V1 cannot be generated. In view of this, SVCs in Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, Hani, and Lahu, do not follow the Temporal Iconicity in terms of surface structure, but they follow the principle in terms of underlying structure, for the underlying structure of this type of SVCs is still S+V1+O2+V2.

It follows that the approach to SVCs can account for SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs which follow the Temporal Iconicity and SOV-type SVCs whose surface structure violates the Temporal Iconicity. It is self-evident that this approach has three advantages: 1) it can account for SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs in a unified framework and avoid Baker (1989) and Li’s (2007) theoretical self-contradiction; 2) it can give a unified explanation of iconicity-predominant SVCs typical of Chinese and abstractness-predominant SVCs typical of the family of Tibeto-Burman languages; 3) it can give a unified explanation of object-sharing SVCs and non-object-sharing SVCs and solve the problems Baker (1989) and Li (2007) meet with in accounting for these data.

Up to now, our discussion on the syntactic-semantic relation of SVCs has shown that to set an empty predicate and an empty argument and to assume that VP1 assigns a theta-role to NP3 by means of VP2 cannot only avoid theoretical self-contradiction but also give a sound explanation of SVCs in different languages. However, we haven’t answered two questions. What is the argument structure of SOV-type SVCs with double objects? And in what way are the nouns in the sentence assigned theta-roles? We observe the following data first.

(39a) ṇai³³ nu⁵¹phe⁵₅ pă³¹loŋ³³ la⁴⁴ṇai⁵¹ mi³³ mă³¹ʒi³³ ja³³să³³ṇai³³
1SG mother-ACC-AUX coat one one buy give
‘I bought my mother a new coat.’

Jingpo (D’ai & Qiu 2008)

(39b) ṇa⁵⁵ a³¹ma³³ jɔ⁷⁵₅ phe⁵₅xɔ³¹ tehi³¹ xo⁵⁵ y⁵⁵ bi³¹
1SG mother(ACC-AUX) coat one one buy give
‘I bought my mother a new coat.’

Hani (D’ai & Qiu 2008)

As (39) shows, the two verbs occur in sequence and both the direct object and the indirect object precede the verbs. According to Chomsky (2000, 2001), language (L) is a derivation process of mapping the feature [F] onto the representation. L first selects F from the set of universal features, which make up the lexicon (LEX). Then L selects the lexical array (LA) from LEX and selects the lexical items from LA to constitute lexical subarray (LS) and maps them onto the representation. Derivation by phase can lighten the burden of syntactic computation, for each phase is determined by LA. A nominal phrase has obtained an argument role in LA, and the order of merge is regulated and controlled by thematic hierarchy. Headed functional categories have strong nominal features, which check the feature of the indirect object D. Hence the derivation of SOV-type SVCs is shown as (40).
V1 merges with the direct object to form V`, which merges with the indirect object to form VP, to license the two internal arguments. Then V1 adjoins to V2 to form V1-V2. Now there are four uninterpretable features: the φ feature of V1-V2, the strong nominal feature of V1-V2, the structural Case of the indirect object, and the inherent Case of the indirect object. V1-V2 checks agreement against the two objects and erases the features other than the strong nominal feature of V1-V2. According to the Multiple Specifier Structure proposed by Chomsky (1995), the direct object moves to Spec1 to check the strong nominal feature of V1-V2, and the indirect object moves to Spec2 to check agreement against V1-V2. And the external argument moves to Spec2 to license its role. In this case the derivation of the first phase is completed, and only the features of the external argument have not been checked. Therefore computation continues. T is extracted from LA and merges with VP, which gives rise to four uninterpretable features: the feature [-V] of T, the φ feature of T, the features of EPP, and the strong nominal features of the external argument. Then T checks agreement against the subject and attracts it to satisfy the requirement of the features of EPP. Up to now, all the uninterpretable features have been checked, and the whole process of derivation has been completed. The structure generated by means of this derivation satisfies Barss & Lasnik’s (1986) argument on double object constructions that the indirect object c-commands the direct object asymmetrically.

In terms of syntactic structure, in Chinese SVCs, the head precedes the nonhead, whereas in Korean and Ijo, the head follows the nonhead, for in these languages V2 bears the feature [+I]. It is noteworthy that in Chinese VC compounds the head precedes the nonhead, whereas in Korean and Ijo VC compounds the nonhead precedes the head, as shown in (41).

21 Barss & Lasnik (1986) observe that there are six kinds of asymmetry between N1 and N2 in double object constructions, as illustrated below:

(i)  a. I showed Mary herself.  (anaphor binding)
    b. *I showed herself Mary.
(ii) a. I gave every worker his paycheck.  (quantifier binding)
    b. *I gave its owner every paycheck,
(iii) a. Which man did you send his paycheck?  (weak crossover)
    b. *Whose pay did you send his mother?
(iv) a. Who did you give which paycheck?  (superiority)
    b. *Which paycheck did you give who?
(v)  a. I showed each man the other’s cocks.  (each… the other)
    b. *I showed the other’s friend each man.
(vi) a. I showed no one anything.  (negative polarity items)
    b. *I showed anyone nothing.

There is a lot of much more recent work on c-command relations in double object constructions, with refined conclusions about their structure. For more recent perspectives, see Anagnostopoulou (2003), Beck & Johnson (2004), Emonds & Ostler (2005), He (2009), Bruening (2010), among many others.
If we observe (41) in terms of aspect markers, semantic relationship and word order, we will obtain more plentiful syntactic-semantic information as shown in (42).

(42) syntactic structure | lexical structure | word order  
--- | --- | ---  
V1+V2 | V1+V2 |  
verb + complement | verb + complement |  

As (42) shows, syntactic structure is consistent with lexical structure and corresponds to word order. In SVO languages the head precedes the nonhead while in SOV languages the nonhead precedes the head. In SVO-type SVCs the head of VC compounds precedes the nonhead while in SOV-type SVCs the nonhead precedes the head. In other words, in SOV lexicon the generation of VC compounds does not trigger head movement. Instead, the head remains in situ. It follows that in SOV languages verb aspect markers cannot trigger head verb movement.

If we further observe the syntactic structure and lexical structure of SVO and SOV languages, we will find that V1 carries semantic weight, and V2 provides supplementary information, including result, purpose, state of affairs, etc. Hence, V1+V2 is equal to V1+C(omplement), i.e. VC.22 In SOV languages the feature [+I] of V2 does not trigger V2 movement. Instead it remains in situ order to satisfy both the requirement of word order of SOV languages and the requirement of the Temporal Iconicity. V2’s feature weakens or is partially absorbed by V1, as a result of which V-C(omplement) SVCs are formed. Similarly, in SVO languages V1 carries semantic weight, and V2 functions as a complement, providing supplementary information. In this case a verb-complement construction is formed. The difference between the two types of languages lies in that in SVO languages semantic weight and syntactic weight are consistent, as a result of which syntactic and lexical structure are consistent. In contrast, in SOV languages semantic weight and syntactic weight are inconsistent, but due to the requirement of the conceptual-semantic system and the syntactic system as well as the Temporal Iconicity, semantic structure and deep syntactic structure are consistent though they may differ in surface structure (cf. YONGLONG 2009). The above conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(43a) syntactic / lexical structure: [VP V1[Vˌ V2]]  
semantic relationship: V+C(omplement)  

(43b) syntactic / lexical structure: *[VP[Vˌ V2]V1]  
semantic relationship: C(omplement)+V  

(43c) syntactic / lexical structure: *[VP V2[Vˌ V1]]  
semantic relationship: C(omplement)+V

22 Dai & Qiu (2008) point out that in terms of grammatical of relationships of coordination, modification, addition, and government, the grammaticalization of SVCs in Tibeto-Burman and Chinese mainly occurs in the complement of V2, for in V-C(complement) SVCs the stress falls on V1, and hence V2 tends to grammaticalize, its concrete sense transforming into abstract sense. Take the verb “see” for example. In Tibeto-Burman and Chinese, if placed behind another verb, it generally expresses the meaning “try”, which functions as an additional remark for the verb, such as ju55 in Leqi, kot13 in Menba of Cangluo, and τε44 in Jinuo. The verb “die”, placed behind another verb, expresses the extremity of the preceding action or behavior, which is equal to “extremely”, for example, si33 in Jingpo, si55 in Hani, and si33 in Lahu. The verb “eat”, placed behind another verb, grammaticalizes to express “the acquisition” of the action or behavior, for example, ʃa55 in Jingpo and dza31 in Hani. In a word, V2 in SVCs tends to grammaticalize to function as a complement.
(43), as a minimal summarization of SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs, can take scope over syntactic structure and VC compounds of SVCs. It can be inferred from (43) that V1 c-commands V2 asymmetrically but not vice versa.

According to (35), there is no mutual c-command but asymmetrical c-command between V1 and V2, which can guarantee that V1 is superior to V2 syntactically and prior to V2 linearly. Since V2 does not move, V1O c-commands V2, and hence O functions as the semantic subject of V2. In this case SVCs in Nupe and Ijo can be accounted for in a unified framework and Baker (1989) and Li’s (2007) inconsistency in theoretical analysis can be avoided.

\[
(44a) \ [VP \ V1 \ sè \ [NP \ erani \ [V' \ V2 \ tà \ NPi]]] \\
   \text{cook meat sell}
\]

\[
(44b) \ ?[VP \ V1 \ sè \ NP \ eran[V' \ V2 \ tà]] \\
   \text{cook meat sell}
\]

\[
(45a) \ [VP \ NP \ ingo[V' \ V1 \ dérì \ [VP \ NPi[V' \ pite-mí]]]] \\
   \text{trap weave set}
\]

\[
(45b) \ ?[VP \ NP \ ingo \ V1 \ dérì[V' \ V2 \ pite-mí]] \\
   \text{trap weave set}
\]

As (44a) shows, V1 c-commands NP asymmetrically. VP1, which is made up of V1NP, c-commands VP2, and NP inside VP2 occurs in the form of an empty argument. (45b) is a multi-branching structure, in which V1 and NP do not c-command each other. If V1 and NP c-command each other, V2 and NP will c-command each other, which would come to a conclusion opposed to facts. It is true of (46). In order to avoid (46b), syntactic structure should take the form in (46a). In underlying structure, V1 c-commands NP and V2 asymmetrically, and NP moves leftward to give rise to surface structure. This treatment can avoid the problems Baker (1989) meets with in dealing with such data. As mentioned above, Baker (1989) analyzes these data as (44b) and (45b), in which V1 and NP c-command each other. However, this approach cannot rule (46) out as ungrammatical.

\[
(46a) \ ?[VP \ V2 \ tà \ NP \ eran[V' \ V1 \ sè]] \\
   \text{sell meat cook}
\]

\[
(46b) \ ?[VP \ V2 \ pite-mí \ NP \ ingo[V' \ V1 \ dérì]] \\
   \text{set trap weave}
\]

(46) satisfies neither the requirement of the Temporal Iconicity nor the requirement of the semantic-syntactic system, and hence it is not in accordance with language reality. It follows that there is correspondence between word order, time sequence, conceptual-semantics, and syntactic structure position, and they may not correspond to the bearers of tense-aspect markers. Generally speaking, in SVO languages, there exists complete correspondence between word order, time sequence, conceptual-semantics and syntactic system in terms of lexical structure and syntactic structure, and lexicon corresponds to syntax completely. On the contrary, in SOV languages, there exists incomplete correspondence between word order, time sequence, conceptual-semantics, and syntactic system in terms of lexical structure and syntax.
Based on this argument, we can provide a unified account of Miskito and Sranan. Baker (1989) argues that the two verbs in SVCs in (47) describe two events which occur coordinately, and hence they are not SVCs. In contrast, the verbs of SVCs which share the same object describe the events which occur in sequence.

(47a) John Mary-ra pruk-an Bill plap-an. Miskito
    John Mary-ACC beat Bill run-PST
    ‘John beat Mary and Bill ran.’

(47b) Kofi naki Amba kiri en. Sranan
    Kofi hit Amba kill 3SG
    ‘Kofi beat Amba and killed her.’

As (47) shows, the events which the verbs describe are sequential in terms of time, which proves that they are in accordance with the Temporal Iconicity. Furthermore, the two verbs occur in the same sentence, and there is no conjunction intervening between them, which testifies that the two verbs share the same agent. Based on this argument, we can analyze the deep structure of (47) as follows:

(48a) \[ [\text{VP} \text{NP} \text{John}] [\text{V}_1 \text{V} [\text{VP} \text{NP} \text{Mary} [\text{V}_1 \text{V} \text{pruk-an} [\text{VP} \text{NP} \text{Bill} [\text{V}_1 \text{V} \text{plap-an }]]]]] \]
    \[
    \begin{align*}
    \text{John} & \quad \text{Mary} \quad \text{Bill} \\
    \text{beat} & \quad \text{run}
    \end{align*}
    \]

(48b) \[ [\text{VP} \text{NP} \text{Kofi} [\text{V}_1 \text{V} \text{naki} [\text{VP} \text{NP} \text{Amba} [\text{V}_1 \text{V} \text{kiri NP} \text{en }]]]] \]
    \[
    \begin{align*}
    \text{Kofi} & \quad \text{Amba} \\
    \text{hit} & \quad \text{kill 3SG}
    \end{align*}
    \]

In the light of (48a), \(V_1\) governs \(NP_2\) and assigns accusative Case to it. \(V_1\)’s maximal projection \(VP_1\) assigns Case to \(NP_3\). Hence, \(VP_2\), which is made up of \(NP_3V_2\), represents the result of \(VP_1\). In other words, \(V_1\) is causative. According to VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis (Hornstein et al. 2005: 81), \(NP_1\) \(\text{John}\) is generated inside \(VP_1\) and moves to the highest position of syntactic structure, [Spec, VP], in order to have its Case-feature checked. \(NP_1\) governs \(V_1\), whereas \(V_1\)’s maximal projection \(VP_1\) governs \(NP_3\) and \(V_2\), and \(VP_2\), as \(VP_1\)’s complement, occurs in the sentence. (48b) is similar to (48a). It is noteworthy that \(Amba\) and \(en\) refer to the same person, which is in accordance with the Binding Principles and the Anaphora Theory. \(V_1\) is prior to \(V_2\) both linearly and sequentially, and in addition, it is higher than \(V_2\) in terms of syntactic hierarchy, which satisfies syntactic-semantic requirement.

In brief, SVCs can be regarded as V-C(complement) made up of \(V_1\) and \(V_2\). If \(V_2\) moves leftward to \(V_1\) and merges with \(V_1\), a VC compound, \(V_1V_2\), will be generated, i.e. \(V_1+V_2\rightarrow VC\). Take for example, Chinese compounds \(da-po\) “beat-break”, \(da-sha\) “beat-kill”, \(chang-zou\) “sing-walk”, and \(da-si\) “beat-die”. NP following them functions as the shared object of \(V_1V_2\). \(V_2\) is unable to move, for its feature [+I] weakens or has been absorbed by \(V_1\), and hence it is in a subordinate position. In this case the types of SVCs may be as follows: 1) \(V_1+NP+V_2\), i.e. \(V_2\) functions as the complement of \(VP_1\); 2) \(V_1+V_2+NP\), i.e. \(VP_2\) functions as the complement of \(V_1\); 3) \(V_1+NP_1+V_2+NP_2\), i.e. \(VP_2\) functions as the complement of \(VP_1\), in which \(V_1\) only governs \(NP_1\), and \(V_2\) merely governs \(NP_2\). In the three types, \(V_2\) or \(VP_2\) functions as \(VP_1\)’s complement, representing result, purpose, or state of affairs. In this case, \(V_2\) or \(VP_2\), which functions as the complement of \(V_1\) or \(VP_1\),

\[\text{We do not take into consideration whether word order is SVO or SOV. In fact, we take only deep syntactic structure into account. In other words, this type includes NP+V1+NP+V2.}\]
is in a subordinate position, which can solve the problem that the asymmetrical c-command relationship between V1 and V2 is hard to determine. Even though V2 moves leftward to the same major predicate position as V1, V1 is not only prior to V2 linearly and sequentially but also higher than V2 in terms of syntactic hierarchy. Therefore, V1 still governs V2, and V2 still functions as V1’s complement (cf. Yang 2009).²⁴

5. LEFT PERIPHERAL DELETION, OBJECT GAPPING, AND GENERATION OF SVCS

An SVC is composed of two verbal phrases. They follow each other without an overt syntactic marking of the semantic relation between the described events. Thus we argue that an SVC is generated via combination of two clauses. The conjunction functioning as the connecting device between the two clauses is deleted, and the left peripheral is also deleted (i.e. LPD), which gives rise to an SVC, as illustrated in (49).

(49a)  wo zhong cai  Chinese
      1SG plant vegetable
          ‘I plant vegetables.’

(49b)  wo mai cai
      1SG sell vegetable
          ‘I sell vegetables.’

(49c)  wo zhong cai + wo mai cai
      1SG plant vegetable 1SG sell vegetable

(49d)  wo zhong cai mai
      1SG plant vegetable sell
          ‘I plant vegetables and sell them.’

As (49) shows, V1 is the major predicate, which bears the syntactic features and carries semantic weight. V2 is the secondary predicate, which bears no syntactic features and carries no semantic weight, because V2 has grammaticalized. In other words, VP2 is subordinate to VP1 and functions as the argument of VP1 (Yang 2009). The derivation can be shown as (50).

(50)  [VP1 VP1 VP2]

It follows that an SVC should be regarded as an IP headed by VP1. Rather, IP is the maximal projection of VP1. IP entails VP1 and VP2, between which there is no coordinate relation. Instead, there is subordinate relation between VP1 and VP2. VP1 c-commands VP2, and VP1 and VP2 share the same subject, which is situated in a high c-command position. It is noteworthy that an SVC should not be seen as a structure containing two IPs, because it has only one subject which dominates both VP1 and VP2. In fact, an SVC is

²⁴ We argue that a bi-clausal analysis is not applicable to [V1 V2] in terms of SVCs. As mentioned above, V1, bearing syntactic features and carrying semantic weight, asymmetrically c-commands V2. V1 serves the function of the predicate, whereas V2 serves as the function of the complement. There is no coordination between V1 and V2, and hence [V1 V2] should not be analyzed as a bi-clause.
composed of two VPs. The verb moves across the board (ATB) and adjoins to I, and the subject of VP1 and VP2 raises to [Spec IP], as shown in (51).

(51) \[
[I_P \text{Subj}_i \quad [I \quad V_1 [\text{VP}_1 \quad t_1 \quad [V \quad t_1 \quad O_1 \quad [\text{VP}_2 \quad t_2 \quad [V \quad V_2 \quad O_2]]]]]
\]

As (51) shows, V1 moves and merges with I, and V2 remains in situ. The advantages of this analysis are as follows: 1) an SVC is not a coordinate construction or adjunct construction but a subordinate construction; 2) V1 and V2 in an SVC project VP1 and VP2, which are within the same IP, as a consequence of which they share the same subject and its constituents, including tense, modal verbs, negative operators, and adverb modifiers. Obviously the analysis gives a reasonable account of the scope and variable binding of SVCs and hence overcomes the shortcoming of the conventional IP explanation of SVCs. Furthermore, it can account for other SVC phenomena, for example, V1 and V2 share the same subject but they do not share the same object. Subject sharing is a striking characteristic of SVCs and hence it is an obligatory condition of SVCs. In contrast, object sharing is not an obligatory feature of SVCs. Object sharing depends on the governing capability and scope of V1 and V2 as well as the occurrence of the object. However, VP1 dominates VP2, which is in a subordinate status. VP1 is in a governing status because V1, as the major predicate, bears tense/aspect markers and carries semantic weight. VP2 is in a subordinate status because V2 is the subordinate predicate or secondary predicate, which bears no tense/aspect markers and carries no semantic weight (Yang 2009). The analysis also makes the correct prediction that VP2 cannot be modified by S-adverbs and VP adverbs. It follows that if VP2 is an IP, SVCs are ungrammatical.

Thus, LPD is the prerequisite to the generation of SVCs via combination of two clauses. Since an SVC has only one IP, headed by VP1, V1 can bear tense/aspect markers (e.g. guo and le in Chinese) while V2 cannot. In other words, only one verb, i.e. V1, can bear tense/aspect markers and function as the major predicate.

(52a) Zhangsan maiguo yige baozi chi
        ‘Zhangsan bought a steamed stuffed bun and ate it.’

(52b) *Zhangsan mai yige baozi chiguo

(53a) Zhangsan bale yige luobo mai
        ‘Zhangsan pulled a turnip and sold it.’

(53b) *Zhangsan ba yige luobo maiguo

In general one cannot extract a single conjunct, though extraction from the conjuncts in an ATB fashion is permissible (Ross 1967; Jackendoff 1977; Williams 1978; Gazdar et al. 1982; Sag et al. 1985; Goodall 1987; Munn 1993). An (2006) argues that ATB constructions are derived by applying deletion in PF to a full sentential coordinate structure. Coordinate deletion is sensitive to the periphery. It implies that the element deleted should appear in the peripheral position or edge of the relevant portion of the structure. Furthermore, if an edge element is deleted, then the next element adjacent to the deletion site is considered to be peripheral and is subject to further deletion (up to other constraints such as identity).
As (52)–(53) show, VP2 does not qualify as IP. If we compare coordinate constructions, pivotal constructions and SVCs, we will find that they are all generated on the basis of LPD but there are differences between them, as shown in (54)–(55).

(54) \[ [\text{IP Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP Spec}, [\text{V} \text{VP1 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V1 NP1}]]], \text{VP2 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V2 NP2}]]) \]

(55a) \[ [\text{IP1 Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP1 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V1 NP1}]]], \text{IP2 Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP2 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V2 NP2}]]) \]

(55b) \[ [\text{IP Spec}, [\text{I} \text{IP1 Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP1 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V1 NP1}]]], \text{IP2 Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP2 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V2 NP2}]]) \]

(56) \[ [\text{IP Spec}, [\text{I} \text{VP Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V1}]], [\text{VP1 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V1 NP1}]], \text{VP2 Spec}, [\text{V} \text{V2 NP2}]]) \]

The construction in (54) is an SVC, in which VP1 and VP2 share the same subject but do not necessarily share the object. The constructions in (55) are coordinate constructions. In (55a), IP1 and IP2 do not share the same subject, whereas in (55b) IP1 and IP2 share the same subject. The construction in (56) is a pivotal construction, in which the internal argument of VP1 is the external argument of VP2, and it occurs as pro. VP1’s specifier is of dual property, i.e. it functions as V1’s object and V2’s subject. Thus the LPD between the two clauses may give rise to two types of constructions. If VP1 and VP2 share the same subject, and V1 and V2 share the internal argument, an SVC may be generated. If VP1 and VP2 do not share the same subject, and V1 and V2 share the same NP, which functions as the internal argument of V1 and the external argument of V2, a pivotal construction may be generated.

A subject sharing coordinate construction may generate an SVC if the conjunction and the left peripheral are deleted. VP2, whose subject occurs as pro, is embedded in VP1. Hence VP2 is subordinate to VP1 and c-commanded by VP1. In this process, VP2’s subject and VP1’s subject merge into VP’s subject, which moves to [Spec IP]. VP2’s subject and VP1’s object in a subject sharing coordinate construction incorporate as an overt NP, which has two functions: VP1’s object and VP2’s subject. As a result, a pivotal construction is generated. A coordinate construction has two IPs, which both bear tense/aspect markers. If VP1 and VP2 do not share the same subject, there are two different subjects. In contrast, if they share the same subject, only VP1’s subject can occur overtly, but VP2’s subject has to occur as pro, which co-refers with the overt subject and is controlled by it. An SVC has an IP, which contains a vP and a VP. vP’s specifier moves to occupy [Spec IP]. The subject governs vP and VP. VP is c-commanded by vP and functions as its internal argument. A pivotal construction has a VO structure, i.e. V1O1, and a subject-predicate structure, i.e. S2V2. S2 is equal to O1. V1’s object and V2’s subject incorporate as an overt object NP, which also functions as V2’s subject. Thus a coordinate construction implicates an SVC and a pivotal construction.

LPD causes two combined constructions to generate an SVC and the shared object O2 to be deleted. However, such operations cannot trigger V2 to promote. In fact, the object gapping of SVCs is the root cause of V-I movement. If object gapping is present in SVCs in a language, V can raise to I. Conversely, if object gapping is not present in SVCs in a language, V cannot raise to I. Specifically, object gapping is not present in Chinese SVCs, whereas it is present in SVCs in Tibeto-Burman languages. Hence the former does not undergo overt V-I movement while the latter undergoes overt V-I movement. Take the Chinese SVC *wo zhongguo cai mai* for example. Its generation is shown as (57).
As (57a) shows, the combination of the two clauses wo zhongguo cai and wo maiguo cai gives rise to the sentence wo zhongguo cai CONJ wo maiguo cai. According to the definition of the SVC, there is no connective device between the VPs. Hence the conjunction must be deleted, which yields wo zhongguo cai CONJ wo maiguo cai. The deletion of the conjunction results in the LPD of the second clause. According to the assumption that the verbs of the SVC share the same subject, the subject of the second clause has to occur covertly, viz. pro, which yields wo zhongguo cai pro maiguo cai. Since only one of the verbs can occur as the major predicate of the SVC and bear the tense/aspect marker guo, the tense/aspect marker guo of the second clause must be deleted. On the other hand, since the verbs in the two clauses share the same object, the object in the second clause must be deleted to avoid syntactic redundancy. As a consequence, wo zhongguo cai mai is generated.

(57b) shows that object gapping is not present in SVCs in Chinese, V cannot be triggered to raise to I. It follows that Chinese SVCs undergo no object gapping but object deletion, i.e. co-referential O2 deletion. In contrast, Yi, Qiang, Kazhuo, Hani, and Lahu, which belong to the Tibeto-Burman family, undergo object gapping, and hence V moves to I overtly, as illustrated in (58).

As (58) shows, O1 is null, and O2 moves to O1 in order to receive a theta-role. In order to assign O2 a theta-role, V2 moves to v and merges with it, which gives rise to a combination S+O2+V2+V1. If O1 is not null, O2 and V2 may not be triggered to move. Thus object gapping is the root cause of overt verb raising.

Object movement in SVCs is A-movement, which follows the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) proposed by Ross (1970). Both A-movement and verb movement are characteristic of ATB (Bošković 1997). If O1 is null, or rather, O1 has the feature [-ACC], O2 and V2 will move to [NP V'] and [V VP] respectively, as illustrated in (59).
Word Order and Constituency of Serial Verb Constructions

According to Chomsky (1995), the structure of VP is \([vP][VP]\). The verb moves overtly to \(v\), but it does not raise to the position I. The subject is base-generated in \([\text{Spec } vP]\) and the object is base-generated in \([\text{Spec VP}]\). This analysis sees SVCs as \(vP/VP\) instead of \(VP/VP\). The verb moves across the board to \(v\), and \(vP\) or VP is the internal structure of the whole syntax. In \(vP\) the constituent in the specifier position is the subject while in \(VP\) it is the object. SVCs in Tibeto-Burman languages undergo both object gapping and LPD. Furthermore, SVCs in all languages undergo object gapping and ATB movement, which result from LPD. VP2 functions as \(vP\) in terms of object gapping and functions as \(VP\) in terms of ATB movement. According to the economy principle of language processing, \(VP/VP\) is a completely symmetrical coordinate structure. But \(vP/VP\) is different. It is noteworthy that \(vP/VP\) is not a licensing condition. Japanese, Korean, Yi, Qiang, Hani, Kazhuo, and Lahu are all SOV languages. Why is only the word order S+O1+V1+V2 allowed in Japanese and Korean SVCs? Why are both the word order S+V1+O1+V2 and S+O2+V2+V1 allowed in Yi, Qiang, Hani, Kazhuo, and Lahu SVCs? We argue that this is due to object gapping, or rather, O1 gapping. It can be inferred that O1 gapping is the prerequisite to the generation of S+O2+V2+V1. According to Yang (2009), in SVO-type SVCs, the aspect marker is generated in \([v'v']\). V1 moves from \([V'V']\) to \([v'v']\) and merges with the aspect marker. The subject is generated within \(vP\). It moves to \([\text{Spec IP}]\) to satisfy the requirement of the EPP feature. O1 and O2 are in \([\text{NP VP}]\) and \([\text{NP V'}]\) respectively, as shown in (60a). In SOV-type SVCs, V1 remains in situ and V2 is in \([V'V']\), as shown in (60b). The subject is generated within \(vP\). It moves to \([\text{Spec IP}]\) to satisfy requirement of the EPP feature. O1 and O2 are in outer \([\text{NP V'}]\) and inner \([\text{NP V'}]\) respectively. If O1 is null, O2 and V2 move to outer \([\text{NP V'}]\) and \([V'V']\) respectively, as shown in (60c).

As (60) shows, in SVO-type SVCs V1 moves to \(v\) and merges with it, whereas in SOV-type SVCs V1 remains in situ. Thus in SVO-type SVCs, even if O1 is null, O2 and V2 cannot be triggered to move to the position preceding V1, as a consequence of which the word order SO2V2V1 cannot be generated. In SOV-type SVCs, if O1 is null, or if O1 bears the feature \([-\text{ACC}]\), O2 and V2 raise to the positions \([\text{NP V'}]\) and \([V'V']\) respectively, as shown in (61). In other words, the generation of the word order SO2V2V1 depends on whether O1 has the feature \([-\text{ACC}]\) or not.
As (62) shows, in SVCs in Korean, Miskito, and Ijo, O1 is not null, and hence neither O2 nor V2 can move into the position. As a consequence, the word order S+O2+V2+V1 cannot be generated. In contrast, in SVCs in Yi, Qiang, Hani, and Lahu, O1 is null, and hence O2 can move into the position to give rise to S+O2+V2+V1, as shown in (63).

According to Muysken & Veenstra (1995) and Yang (2009), the verbs in SVCs have the following features: 1) they share the same subject; 2) they have at most one direct object; 3) tense/aspect markers adjoin to V1 or V2; 4) there is only one negative particle; 5) there is no coordinate or subordinate conjunction; 6) there is no pause; 7) the higher constituent in the syntactic hierarchy governs the lower constituent in the syntactic hierarchy. O1 is more prominent than O2. Thus O1 can bind O2 asymmetrically. In syntax VP1’s projection is higher than that of VP2, and VP2 is embedded in VP1, as shown in (65a). If V1 is a transitive verb, SVCs are similar to ditransitive constructions, as shown in (64b) (cf. Dechaine 1988).

(64a) \[\text{IP}\{\text{[VP1][VP1][VP2]]}\]\n
(64b) \[\text{IP}\{\text{[VP1][V1][VP2]]}\]\n
---

26 Only V1 takes an overtly realized direct object. The unrealized object of V2 is understood to be co-referential with O1 (cf. Müller & Lipenkova 2009).
Li & Thompson (1981) analyzes VP1 as an adverbial phrase, which adjoins to and modifies VP2, as shown in (65).

\[
\text{[IP Subj[VP[Adjunct clause pro, VP1]VP2]]}
\]

In this case, the Chinese SVC \textit{ta gui xialai qiu wo} has the following structure:

\[
\text{[IP ta[VP[Adjunct clause pro, gui xialai ]qiu wo]]}
\]

'He begged me kneeling down.'

Paul (2005) argues that SVCs can be analyzed not only as an adjunct structure, but also as a purposive clause structure, as shown in (67).

\[
\text{[IP Subj[VP[Adjunct clause proi, VP1]][Purposive clause pro, VP2]]}
\]

According to (67), the Chinese SVC \textit{ta da dianhua jiaoche} has two possible analyses, as shown in (68).

\[
\text{[IP ta[VP[Adjunct clause proi, da dianhua] jiao che]] (adjunct)}
\]

'He phoned to call a taxi.'

\[
\text{[IP ta[VP da dianhua][Purposive clause proi, jiao che]] (purposive clause)}
\]

'He phoned to call a taxi.'

Hence the internal structure of SVCs can be analyzed as follows:

\[
\text{(VP2's covert subject pro is controlled by the matrix subject)}
\]

\[
\text{VP1 VP2}
\]

adjunct major predicate

major predicate purposive clause

\[
\text{LP & LV (1) Word Order and Constituency of Serial Verb Constructions}
\]

\[
\text{Li & Thompson (1981) point out that an SVC may be understood to be related in one or more of the following four ways: 1) consecutive; 2) purpose; 3) alternating; 4) circumstance. VP1 modifies VP2 and they express a single event instead of two separate events. Collins (1997: 46) argues that V1 and V2 share the same internal argument instead of the same object.}
\]

\[
\text{(70a) Wo da fufu du Ewe}
\]

'3PL cook fufu eat

'They cooked fufu and ate it.'

\[
\text{(70b) Me nya devi-e dzo Ewe}
\]

'1SG chase child leave

'I chased the child away.'

In (70a) \textit{fufu} is the common object of V1 \textit{da} and V2 \textit{du}. In (70b) \textit{devi} is the object of V1 \textit{nya} and the unique argument of V2 \textit{dzo}. According to (54), the internal structure of (70a) is as follows:

\[
\text{[vP Wo[VP cook[VP1 fufu[iV1 t\text{cook }[VP2 proi[V2 du]]]]]]}
\]

'3PL cook fufu eat
In (71) V1 takes VP2 as its complement and the covert internal argument of V2 is co-
referential with that of V1. More precisely, the object of V1 controls the empty category in
[Spec VP2]. In other words, VP2 is analyzed as a kind of secondary predication. V raises
to v and merges with it. Since V1 and V2 share the same argument, V2 cannot be followed
by an overt NP. If V2 is followed by an overt NP, the construction is ungrammatical, as il-
lustrated in (72).

(72) Wo-a da fufu du-(*i) Ewe
3PL-FUT cook fufu eat 3SG
‘They will cook fufu and eat it.’

Whereas in the SVC in Ewe the future is marked only on V1, in a coordinate structure
it must appear in front of each verb (COLLINS 1997).

(73a) Me fo kadgbε gba
1SG hit lamp break
‘I hit the lamp and broke it.’

(73b) Me a fo kadgbε gba
1SG FUT hit lamp break
‘I will hit the lamp and break it.’

(73c) Me a fo kadgbε *(a) gba (yɛme) tsimini
1SG FUT hit lamp FUT break 3SG-GEN glass
‘I will hit the lamp and break its glass.’

The constructions in (73a) and (73b) are SVCs but the construction in (73c) is a coordi-
nate construction. In (73c) the future is marked on V1 and V2, which do not share the same
argument. This testifies our hypothesis that V1 can bear an aspect marker and its maximal
projection is vP, whereas V2 cannot bear any aspect marker and its maximal projection is
VP. Hence V1 and V2 have different syntactic status.

According to B𝗔𝗞𝗘𝗥 & S𝗧𝗘𝗪𝗔𝗥𝗧 (2002), there are three types of SVCs, viz. object shar-
ing SVCs, resultative SVCs, and purposive SVCs. In SVCs in Yorùbá, mood/tense is marked
on the verb. Likewise, the Misumalpan languages Miskito and Sumu display a rather rich
inflectional morphology: the verb is not only marked for tense and person, but also for pro-
ximate (same subject) vs. obviative (different subject) (cf. STAHLKE 1970; H𝗔𝗟𝗘 1991). An
SVC can spell out the v-V combination as one single lexical element, whereas a non-SVC
cannot.27 In the combination V1NPV2, if V1 does not assign NP a theta-role, the construc-
tion is not an SVC but a pivotal construction (D𝗘𝗡 D𝗜𝗞𝗘𝗡 & S𝗬𝗕𝗘𝗦𝗠𝗔 1998).

---

27 This statement is supported by the following data.

(i) a. Mama jin cheng mai dongxi. SVC
    mother enter town buy thing
    ‘Mother went to town and bought some things.’
    b. [i_p Mama[0_I [i_p Spec_i [v jincheng] [vP1 Spec_i [v_t] [VP2 Spec_i [v mai dongxi]]]]]]

(ii) a. Zhangsan changge tiaowu. coordinative construction
    Zhangsan sing dance
    ‘Zhangsan sings and dances.’
    b. [i_p Zhangsan[0_I [i_p Spec_i [v changge] [vP1 Spec_i [v_t] [VP2 Spec_i [v_tiaowu]]]]]]
    c. ?[i_p Zhangsan[0_I [i_p Spec_i [v changge] [vP1 Spec_i [v_t] [VP2 Spec_i [v_tiaowu]]]]]
(74a) \[ VP[v \text{ gan}]_{\text{SC}[NP \text{ Zhangsan}][x \text{ zou}]]} \] Chinese
\[ \text{expel} \quad \text{Zhangsan} \quad \text{leave} \]
‘chase Zhangsan away’

(74b) \[ vP[v \text{ ba}]_{\text{FP}[NP \text{ Zhangsan}][F \text{ ASP}[VP \text{ gan}]_{\text{SC}[NP \text{ ti}][x \text{ zou}]]]] \] Chinese
\[ \text{BA} \quad \text{Zhangsan} \quad \text{expel} \quad \text{leave} \]
‘chase Zhangsan away’

The “dummy” element *ba* is inserted into *v* and the NP raises to [Spec FP] between *v* and *V*. The verb does not raise to *v*, and hence *v* is therefore lexicalized by an independent morpheme. The positioning of the object depends on the nature of the object NP involved ([+ definite] etc.), as illustrated in (75).

(75a) \[ ta[vP song-le[vP1 yige \text{ xiangzi t}_{\text{song}[VP2 \text{ pro lai}]}]] \] Chinese
\[ 3SG \text{ send-PST one-CLASS} \quad \text{suitcase} \quad \text{come} \]
‘He sent a suitcase over here.’

(75b) \[ ta[vP song-le[vP1 yige \text{ xiangzi}[v_{1} \text{ t}_{\text{song}[VP2 \text{ pro i lai}]}]]] \] Chinese
\[ 3SG \text{ send-PST one-CLASS} \quad \text{suitcase} \quad \text{come} \]
‘He sent a suitcase over here.’

(75c) \[ ta[vP v songlai-le[vP1 yige \text{ xiangzi}[v_{1} \text{ t}_{\text{song}[VP2 \text{ pro i t lai}]}]]] \] Chinese
\[ 3SG \text{ send-come-PST one-CLASS} \quad \text{suitcase} \]
‘He sent a suitcase over here.’

Due to LPD, IP2 is demoted to be VP2, as a consequence of which it loses its tense/aspect marker and lies in a secondary predicate position. The semantic weight transfers to VP1, within which V1 moves to the major predicate position. VP1’s subject moves to [Spec IP] and c-commands VP1 and VP2. In the meanwhile, LPD causes the overt NP in front of VP2 to function as the internal argument of VP2. The external argument, occurring as pro, is controlled by NP1, the specifier of IP. VP1’s subject and VP2’s subject are generated inside themselves and then move to their specifier positions respectively. Since VP1 c-commands VP2 and VP1’s subject moves to [Spec IP] overtly, VP2’s subject occurs as pro controlled by VP1. If VP2’s subject occurs overtly, the construction is ungrammatical whether VP2’s subject co-refers with IP’s specifier or not. A simplex sentence can contain only one subject. If VP2’s subject and IP’s specifier do not co-refer, the overt occurrence of VP2’s subject violates the constraint. If VP2’s subject and IP’s specifier co-refer, VP2’s subject cannot occur overtly. In other words, VP2 does not qualify as an independent IP or SC (small clause). The overt NP in front of it can only function as an internal argument instead of an external argument. In this way we can provide a reasonable account of generation of the constructions SV1O1O2V2 and SV1OV2. The overt NP in front of VP2 is the shared object of V1 and V2. If V2 is transitive, it governs NP directly. If it is intransitive, it is causative and governs NP indirectly. NP functions as the shared internal argument of V1 and V2 (YANG 2009).

(iii) a. Zhangsan changge Lisi tiaowu. coordinative construction
Zhangsan sing Lisi dance
b. \[ I[vP [NP \text{ Zhangsan}][I[vP, \text{Spec}, [v \text{ change}][IP2, \text{Spec}, [I[vP, \text{Lisi}, [v, \text{ tiaowu}]]]]]]] \]
c. \[ I[IP [NP \text{ Zhangsan}][I[vP, \text{Spec}, [v \text{ change}][IP2, \text{Spec}, [I[vP, \text{Lisi}, [v, \text{ tiaowu}]]]]]]] \]
As (i)-(iii) show, the underlying structure of SVCs is different from that of coordinative constructions.
As (76a) shows, VP2’s subject occurs as pro, and V1 and V2 share the object \textit{shuzhi}. As (76b) shows, VP2’s subject occurs as an overt NP, and V1 and V2 share the object \textit{shuzhi}, as a consequence of which the construction is ungrammatical. It follows that external argument sharing is the obligatory requirement for the existence of SVCs, whereas internal argument sharing is the optional requirement for the existence of SVCs.

\textbf{Baker} (1989) argues that if V1 of an SVC takes an object, V2 must theta-mark this object as well. An argument can receive more than one theta-role as long as all its theta-roles are assigned to the same structural position. Therefore, one crucial element in SVCs is that V2 must be able to assign a theta-role to an NP, and that the NP is in the object position for V1 and V2. Thus V2 can be followed by no object because it cannot assign two internal theta-roles. The relation between V1 and V2 is determined by the temporal order of the two events they represent. In other words, verbs in SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity (cf. \textit{Wang} 2007; \textit{Yang} 2009). \textit{Chang} (1990) proposes two constraints on SVCs, viz. PTS (Principle of Temporal Sequence)\textsuperscript{28} and shared reference.

\begin{align*}
(77a) & \quad \text{wo zhong cai mai} \\
& \quad 1SG \text{ plant vegetable sell} \\
(77b) & \quad \text{wo meitian zhong cai mai} \\
& \quad 1SG \text{ every-day plant vegetable sell} \\
& \quad \text{‘I plant vegetables and sell them every day.’} \\
(77c) & \quad *\text{wo zhong cai meitian mai} \\
& \quad 1SG \text{ plant vegetable every-day sell}
\end{align*}

Adverbial modifiers can occur in front of VP1, whereas no adverbial modifier can appear in front of VP2. Hence (77c) is ungrammatical. The generation of (77a) is shown as follows:

\begin{align*}
(78) & \quad [_{VP}\text{mai cai}] \\
& \quad \rightarrow [_{TP}\text{[mai cai]}] \\
& \quad \quad \text{sell vegetable} \\
& \quad \rightarrow [_{TP}\text{wo[}_{VP}\text{mai cai]}] \\
& \quad \quad 1SG \text{ sell vegetable} \\
& \quad \rightarrow [_{V}\text{zhong[}_{TP}\text{wo[}_{VP}\text{mai cai]}]}] \\
& \quad \quad \text{plant 1SG sell vegetable}
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{28} The interpretation that an event depends on the event preceding it is based on our understanding of the real world, in which events unfold along a time dimension (\textit{Chang} 1990). Language comprehenders exploit the linearity of discourse when building their representations of temporal aspects of the situation (\textit{Chafe} 1979; \textit{Comrie} 1985; \textit{Dowty} 1986; \textit{Givón} 1992; \textit{Hopper} 1979). By default, readers assume that the order of verbs corresponds to the chronological order of the actions or events in the situation referred to, so that successive verbs describe successive actions or events (\textit{de Vega} et al. 2004).
Word Order and Constituency of Serial Verb Constructions

(79a)  wo dao-le sanbei shui he-le Ф Chinese
      1SG pour-PST three-CLASS water drink-PST
      ‘I poured three glasses of water to drink.’

(79b)  wo dao-le sanbei shui he-le yibei e Ф Chinese
      1SG pour-PST three-CLASS water drink-PST one-CLASS REF
      ‘I poured three glasses of water and drank one of them.’

As (79) shows, V1 and V2 in the SVC share NP shui, whereas V1 and V2 in the non-SVC do not share the whole NP but only the head noun shui, excluding the classifier bei, for bei carries the referential meaning. Chang (1990) argues that the verbs of an SVC hold a temporal dependency relation and share a common NP. The shared common NP denotes a shared reference. Thus SVCs undergo the deletion of a redundant NP2, which follows V2, for the sake of economy. The thematic structure (PTS) is mapped into the functional structure (shared reference), which is different from Baker’s (1989) approach that the constituent structure is mapped from the constituent structure to the thematic structure: double-heads are designed to meet the needs of theories rather than to describe and explain language in real use (cf. Wang 2007). V2 modifies V1 and functions as V1’s purpose. V1 is higher than V2 in syntactic hierarchy. The difference between V1 and V2 lies in their linear order and related semantic relationship (cf. Yang 2009). Furthermore, the relationship of the two verbs is subordinate. The two events indicated by VPs are sequential and serial.

(80a)  wo zhong cai mai-le Ф Chinese
        1SG plant vegetable sell-PST
        ‘I planted vegetables and sold them.’

(80b)  wo mai shu kan-le Ф Chinese
        1SG buy book read-PST
        ‘I bought a book and read it.’

Quantifier Floating and VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis can prove that VP2 in the SVC is not IP2. A quantifier is base-generated as part of the subject DP. After the subject raises from [Spec VP] to [Spec IP], the quantifier can remain in situ. In the SVC, however, IP2’s subject cannot remain in situ if it contains the subject (cf. Sportiche 1988; Koopman & Sportiche 1991; McCloskey 1997). NP in the QP (quantifier phrase) is constrained syntactically, i.e. the semantic property of the NP object must be licensed. O1 and O2 have the same semantic reference and value. O1’s semantic reference property determines O2’s semantic reference property. If the former is definite, the latter must be definite. On the contrary, if the former is indefinite, the latter must be indefinite. It follows that O2’s syntactic-semantic features must be licensed by O1. If the QP functioning as the internal argument of V2 fails to be licensed
by syntax, the construction would be ungrammatical. O1 can be indefinite, but O2 must be
definite. If O2 occurs as a full NP, the construction would be ungrammatical.

According to Li (2005), if there is coordination between two clauses, the predicate VP
of the second clause can be deleted. Coordination, however, is a necessary condition.

(81a) John will be there; Bill will [be there], too.
(81b) John will be there; Bill will [ ], too.

These are instances of phonological representation deletion. In this case, deletion is
optional. Hence (81a) and (81b) are both grammatical. In (81b) the optional null constitu-
ent does not require an antecedent; deletion is applied without antecedents (cf. HANKAMER
& SAG 1976).

According to Kayne (1994) and Nunes (1995), deletion is applied due to linearization.

The form of the empty category in elliptical structures is base-generation of the null form.
Only the constituent chosen by the head can occur in the null form. The null category in el-
liptical structures occurs for the purpose of satisfying the selection property of the head. The
selection of the empty category is subject to the following constraints: 1) if the head takes
the empty category (E) as its complement, E must project; 2) E can be generated in the null
form (i.e. no lexical form) only when it is selected by the head. This shows that the empty
constituent projects for the mere purpose of satisfying the selection constraint of the head.
A transitive verb requires an object. If the verb is followed by no overt object, the object
is null. In this way the selection constraint is satisfied. Only the selected constituent can
project, viz. the missing constituent in VP can be the object of the transitive verb (Li 2005).
When the verb is ditransitive, its subcategorization feature requires its two objects to occur
simultaneously. In this case the missing constituents are two objects.

The null object in Chinese does not occur overtly, viz. there is no lexical item to bear
accusative Case. Like other languages with overt morphological Case markers, NP in Chi-
inese is assigned Case. The assignment of Case is in conformity with Visibility Conditions
and Theta Criterion (Travis 1984; Koopman 1984; Li 1985). The empty constituent occurs
in the argument position (Saito 1985). It needs to be licensed by the formal features of
a specific head. In other words, it must be Case marked (cf. Lobeck 1995, 1999; Li 2005).
In the case of Case assignment, Case must be realized by an overt constituent. In the case of
non-Case assignment, an empty constituent cannot occur. If a verb takes a noun as its object,
the object may be null. If a verb is transitive and its subcategorization features require that
a noun function as its object, it must merge with e with the category feature [+N].

(82) \[ VP V e_{DP} \]

Deletion takes place in the chain which is formed due to movement. But head ellipsis
does not take place because a head which selects a complement cannot be generated in the
null form (Li 2005).

In terms of S+V1+V2, V2 denotes purpose, its subject occurring as pro. V1’s object can
be definite or indefinite. On the contrary, V2’s object must be definite, and its valuation de-
pends upon V1’s object. In this way, the operator-variable relation between the two objects
is formed. In view of technology, V2’s object is actually an empty operator, which moves to
[Spec CP] and leaves a variable in the object position.

(83) S, V1 O pro, V2 variable
The variable must be licensed by the operator $O$, and the variable and the operator are co-referential, as illustrated in (84).

(84a) Zhangsan, mai yige baozi proi chi $\Phi_j$ Chinese
Zhangsan buy one-CLASS steamed-stuffed-bun eat
‘Zhangsan bought a steamed stuffed bun and ate it.’

(84b) Zhangsan gei Lisi yizi yan proi chou $\Phi_j$ Chinese
Zhangsan give Lisi one-CLASS cigarette smoke
‘Zhangsan gave Lisi a cigarette and Lisi smoked it.’

(84c) Zhangsan, ba luobo proi mai $\Phi_j$
Zhangsan pull turnip sell
‘Zhangsan pulls turnips and sells them.’

(84d) Zhangsan, ba dingzi proi yong $\Phi_j$
Zhangsan pull nail use
‘Zhangsan pulls the nail and uses it.’

The projection of the null constituent is to satisfy the selection constraint on the head. The transitive verb requires an object. When the transitive verb is followed by no overt NP, it projects a null object. In this way the selection constraint is satisfied. Only the constituent that is selected can project. In other words, the missing constituent in the VP must be the object of the transitive verb (Lāi 2005). The null numeral must be licensed. If $O_2$ or the null constituent marked with Case can be a condition on licensing the null numeral, it can be inferred that the grammaticality of the indefinite QP is relevant to the occurrence of $O_2$. In general, SVCs with $O_2$ as the shared object can license QP.

6. CONCLUSION

The present study is mainly concerned with word order and constituency of serial verb constructions. It is argued that structurally the two basic forms of SVCs are $S+V_1+O_1+V_2+O_2$ and $S+O_1+V_1+O_2+V_2$. Both SVO-type and SOV-type SVCs follow the Temporal Iconicity, which is associated with the asymmetric nature of syntactic structure, i.e. $V_1$ or $VP_1$ c-commands $V_2$ or $VP_2$ asymmetrically. Based on this argument, an analysis for the derivation of SVCs – Inter-VP Asymmetrical C-command Analysis – is proposed and used to account for the derivation of SVCs in various languages. It is argued that in the SVC there exist a null predicate and a null argument, the occurrence or non-occurrence of which gives rise to different types of SVCs. The paper proves that the formal theory can account for the word order-related facts in the SVC, which is associated with the asymmetric nature of syntactic structure. On this basis, the SVC can be regarded as a verb-complement construction, of which $V_2$ is only the complement of $V_1$ or $VP_1$ to represent result, state or goal. On the other hand, $V_1$, which precedes $V_2$ and is above $V_2$ in terms of syntactic structure, is in the position of main predicate, and as a result, $V_1$ or $VP_1$ c-commands $V_2$ or $VP_2$ asymmetrically. This analysis determines the word order of $V_1$ preceding $V_2$ in the SVC and the former being higher than the latter in terms of syntactic hierarchy. SVCs arise from
the deletion of the conjunction between two clauses and LPD. LPD triggers the movement of VP1’s specifier to [Spec IP] and the occurrence of VP2’s specifier as pro. Object gapping triggers the ATB movement of VP2 to generate various types of SVCs. It is argued that the differences between coordinative constructions, pivotal constructions and SVCs lie in their internal structure but not in the verb position.
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